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Introduction 

All these on my forehead words are seen EXCEPT BIG LARGE 
WORDS WHICH ARE GLADLY SEEN ON THE you are 
discovered PAGE nineteen eighty one and class Radcliffe spoke 

cle 
.cY 

ons the train sat b1 JUNE 13 SAT 
w 

my bicycle THIRD TIRE this hurts THIS HURTS YOU STUPID ONLY 

IMBECILLIC WRITING VER HAR plus Monday thename schoolwork is 

all where as I canons my bicycle SAT bicycle well you were 

riding along next street and the nice quiet alone cafe came along 

until Saturday exercycle night well I was riding along on this 

sweat nice bicycle bordering on the hemline on this bicycle 
toots 

l ant you stand the sweats sis Iaposm riding a bicycle all the 

time Im seeing this words SEEING myname its a very funny long 

bi ycle poem about nothing written indoors you must explain my 

Aunt Rekas condition on this last page my LAST IMPORT ANT NOTICE 

ON THIS TURN PAGE I was riding my bicycle alone sis I must 

beaut if u ll y write everything down until untils Mon night 

when I give up right bicycling on this floorexplain upstairs 

exercy machine and I write me I still did see it with my right 

hannah name but I expect some criticism and explain it is always 

ok to use then a 
m 

e 
bruce a 

nd 
r 
e 
w s but I was also certain I would be 

sro lded forit bythe language group whoisit thepeople who speak only 

general have you made a slip lately count the names eleven hannah 

they want to be mentioned make it clear by name but they want the 

most publicity they can get also by name included signed & alway 
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next day I was scolded for writing it in as I was scolded before by the 
Rosm 

by the name included it should say 
next day is on the floor JUNE 14 SUN 

no doubt heroin abuse has been the target of 
NEWSPAPERS 

all our investigation end of this newspaper column insist 

it must have been a very cocaine Alex party raid sismy name 

Im going just a little bit slow for you 
UNDERSTA 

to follow I CANT WIN THEM ALL DEARIE mother is upset 

by this alter attempt of QUEENS her life this must be 

a business brigade just turn to the back page and 

embarrass only sign it HANNAH 

SUN late DOUGLAS IMPRINTED SOME sad publishing immediate 

errors Charles denied writing helps success only ins 

name the place Washington town subject imperative cut this 

shit Lew short I ams imprinted lucky girl incorrectly 

Douglas is in all August New York so is the publishing 

James want book toosoon call me somewhere away for the 

39 Emeline St somewhere else ohmygod its important dist 

everybody news getready for publishing details get in 

there punishment stupid and work for it Mother thinks 

you should work every day just a little call Douglas 

Mon night or youll scream textual changes embarrassed 

WITHOUT corrections type it over stupid and send it 

Im like the language boys by also by name included should be changed 

SPOKE 

all money imperative sis its the only thing I can do 

is detail work everyone is embarrassed to death stupid 

harles declines to help immediately Hannah its a baby 

b y stupid just send Douglas cirrected nabyscruot befire 

ge sc reans styoud enbarrassed correct corrected manuscript 
Hannah nobody laughs 

before he screams stupid embarrassed in New York sis Im 

not getting any UPSET TOMORRO younger why be with Means 

instead Myname the whole Israel country is up in arms 

stupid Myname its just two days in some place stupid 

Jidnt say stupid this time mother makes it very white 

hard Hannah its always OK to write p r inti n g a 

Jream but unless its D screaming theres a letter in oug 

rhe mail for you uptown sis I'm always a notice apostrophe 

9 

serious PUBLICITY ACROSS THE STREET DENIED AFTER FALL writer 

INS PROV BECAUSE of MOTHER ACROSS THE STREET IMPERATIVE 

ASK NEIGHBOR IF YOU CAN TYPE IN HER HALL W A YLouise sis I'm 

seeing it all this here until Sunday night dream of printing 

Ed who Sanders with long poem myself included very fast and 

tealing drinks sis I have a letter publishing from Douglas 

Messerli in the mail Providence it isnt the only time he writes 

but you were scolded last line on this page for thinking not thinking 

I'm like the language boys should be girls obey orders of course 
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call Rosmarie should be on the top line of this of course page 

but is this Monday morning early myname ask the missing 

Waldrops CALL THEM IF YOU CAN if you can visit Wednesday 

SCREAMING night all this is errors included I must have 

been wrong to come here below the line WEDNESDAy early 

because I am ending this book on this last section page 

in this immediate last page secretly sis shes going 

to publish an article about me without telling me without 

permission thats all because she is very hard on mother 

myname she wants to do a great big article stupid 

breakdown and mother wont CALL BROTHER let her you cried 

some people are selfish anyway put the page down unrest upstairs 

reading my mother should be included on this page of this trick stay 

on the stairs of course and finished line brave coward she pushes it 

up the stairs included on this line infact onthislibrary upthestairs 

included on this separate line mothers girl dont drink 

upstairs alone without money and knowledge of course included on this 

line way out to the margin and period and come she wears a bracelet 

prounoun and she 

SPOKE 

JUNE 16 TUES all my half page all my errors are in it 

all vital signs are statistics we run the operation ol 

silly ol MOTHERS stupid SENTENCE WRIT OOWNST AIRS in the 

living after room with the sunshine at all costs we 

mustnt operate at HOSPITAL all costs immed PERI some 

bowls are in the kitchen sink plastic ALL PROSE sis I 

shouldve cancel Thurs late this afternoon who has the 
drop line 

periods OVERTI it has to be written in sis its absolutely 

OK to come sit down the sofa SIS FIND OUT 3-5 WHAT IS 

HAPPENIN when this leave the down SISTER go sit in 

the bathroom stupid and dont spill the beans that means you're 

working with the boys just a little and sentence corrected and some bill 

11 
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JUNE 18 THURS 

you meet ALICE NOTE an aspirin on the way to the dentist 

nynam that kids SPELLING them a little about public 

figures being so unlusted Dear Alice everythiN myname 

shes a great big bore if PARDON ME you LAUGH 

WE!NI·R 

dont next line 

finishes quit and diary some read her Alice as bug back 

some dot wards oh she is funny Ted my girl smile as I 

see it with tomorrow is sunny as today PUBLICITY Bernadette myname 

cries a little SUDDENLy I decided to write quote person my name 

simple one the who writes this quote me backwards UNTEST . 
JOUrnal 

the last line 
and the boys backward 

BEFORE the seen before I didnt writes me purpose write 

me tomorrows diary everynight thanks Alice who is Ted's 

apostrophe simple Alice wife including interruptions I 

met DIARY Lewis once and became pregnant at the store on 

South street improvis immed unk why not connect your 

vowels iately SOME STREET get it together boy is takes 

a chance tonight myname its not as serious as a letter 

sis myname dont 

repeat your sentences has to be put in letter twice andnow a letter 

dont send to the next page writer I made some corrections 

SPOKE 

writer SEND JOURNALS PLEAS 

SEND JOUR 

TIME lOsome 

sis we are almost completely organized on campus I BROKE 

TOE sis they all laugh at me at the class highschool 46 

reunion AKES A HARR sis dont write about them publicity 
T cnance 

problem solved conscious people end completed brother 

unhappily resents it because my sister completed 

sis try it the hard way 

M 0 THE R Ll K E S THIS P A G E completed this 

is it sister before the revolution I was asingle woman and now 

is completed mother two half woman make sorry Im middle age and 

stuck withit complete Douglas and gay femin ending Hannah its sure 

the line complete oh 
MAKE SURE ITS COMPLETE 

13 
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JUNE 19 FRI 

WELL I JUST MADE ONE LITTLE TRIP DOWNSTAIRS AND BR KE MY 

downstairs LEG i n see my sister sis n o 
B t 

h 
a ng 

t e water is rsome beachri very cold this year 

sis we catch cold sweat almost b a r r i n g t o n 
myname 

instantly 

MY JOURNALS AUG DAY 

why is the Cranston newspaper so terribly delivered ALSO 

strike sis the point is we dont sweat any more in the 

cold wind SWEAT read your manu girl manu stupid thats all 

some consideration left by hand MY MOTHER DID NT CRY and we 

sold the land . d the house drop lme and some peanuts up an some 

why was worried money its important to live securely like live 

like i mean it like i cld pay my bills half with mother smoney 

half the government describe your 436 amount twice a month 
hannah is hard 

and also up that describes the money problem by the way I mean 

poverty and the land belongs to our indians who care the uranium 

shld be blasted up the clear uranium shld be blasted is out 

hannah say it plain they dont want to take it out of the or 

touch the remain fort laramie treaty included ing sioux land 

or the black hills enough they would bomb the place and 

clear the land from boston teepee town which is what it was called 

to the united states of america on the other side of this page 

who wrote that paragraph Sunday my name 

SPOKE 15 

JUNE20SAT 

mynam its the second best journal! ever wroperiod THE BOYS 

have to be felt stupid before they can learn according 
INSURE 

to the INTELLECTUAL scriptures I scolded one author and 

feel bad unwise because it isnt the last page SOME 

PAMPHLET Sioux being noticed at out to the margin 

SUNDAY and all continue sentence please sis I used to 

beN E G L E C TED a very angry unenlightened person 

with the some group of BECAUSE I CAN BE FELT MOTHE 

STUPID AND THEY KNOW IT sis thats a strict revolutionary 

principle very well toots close in all the spaces 

stupid ALL IN THE SPACES I just had a bad dream touchy 

about ld . Douglas you can skip the next 
my o manuscnpt 

line I mustnt post spoil the mothers message telephone 

1 AM WRITING think how hard it is to be an intellectual 

HOW HARD IT IS I CAN BE FUNNY ALL BY ITSELF SOMETIME 

para st sis THEY ARE WORKING FOR US government 

level included write about the rain day write about 

zero calling Mel name for a picnic phone message on cord 

as I dial late Sat afternoon after instructions sum 

darling call Mon office phone along the cord rings some instructions 

sis its just writ typical of soon you not to explain the 
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paragraph form sentence it has to be done by earl y Mon un 
whi h day 

morning he cant have left the moth office by noon write about 

WI! I'R 

yourself stupid in this journal I was only UPSET h ysterica l when 

INS PAIN sis its only name who doesnt publishes us myn ame he 

had a hard time committing himself to other THAS ENOU I am also 

a big reader stupid I am also a hearing aid ingenue because of 
before the end of July 

the cigarette phone make July work it is also country girls 

manu dont detail edit it is also somewhat publishes my name 

I am smoking upstairs send the girl a book find out where by pho ne 

without drunk calling in because August sis dont get yourself 

very fat without exercycle machine mother isn't apostrophe sure 

Monday how to work mentally sis I said it WORD 
somename 

can out to the edge seem only this why write about mental problem 

after Sunday night sis Im blowing the whole scene on evl'r 
my aunt 

sis I wear cords black velvet pants th 
e 

stay in someplace for a bar mitzvah r e 
i 0 
sn 

a p 

ty but I will 
r 

sis youre 

out of control BERNA about it cant you see what the book print111 • 

problem is it is much best not to write anything more to night 
logic sentence 

aug is superior and expensive to print the govt has not been 

determined by us the readers mental plane either shock h an nah 

thats ok with us print it and ob 

ey all your orders I was with l:i 1· ~ 1 

SPOKE 

JUNE 21 SUN after a sunday picnic 

VERY KIND there empathy to some unusual form speaking 

to the English language JUST CARRY A NOTEBOOK like a 

writer across the street h"l I am English speaking w 1 e 

student dunk road is the summer most NEXT YEAR 

satisfied Maureen home spot people laugh when you 

enjoy the sentence syntax 

some courage 

PLAYGA M 

skip next 

OMITTED 

17 
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I was here first OPENING 

the some group boys are hinting name isnt that you ro nt tn ut• 

this weather go to CONTINENT with Europe them sis i t ~ 

slightly redundant well that. d. . gives them t 1omat1 c 

hell in their own goddam phrose try more science feet 

on the ground for your PICTURE diet I am ungrown k·ad 

us into myname the atom is split in ro und two go huy ass 

some QUAR religious books 

moon a little 

a 
s e 

n 
0 .t 

allthest 1 

are 
.n 
I 

n 

Is 
a .m 

I 

the earth grew 

the earth is a great big little understood magnet stupid 

and so am I unearth so if we intuit drain ALCOHOL all 

finish the uran coal mines and oil in the underground 

Wl· l I·R 

psychic waters WE FEELS UNDERGROUND they gets excitt·d 

WE FEELS COAL . d excited sis dont darling plenst• extermmate 

BRAIN sis its absolutely selfish to smoke when it hurts my 

SPOKE 19 

aunt that means Im under psychic control we are 

living paragraph in an age of tomatoes myname two foods 

pot hurt you ACT LIKE SCIENTIST and dont hurt himself sts 

if astronomy rules the person character what is the other 

science never give up SI CSSIS ITS ALL 

PHYSICS UNDER S I ySI GROUND TOO 
TS pH 

ALL 

Mother thinks 

youre a mind great big girl analogy 

SCIENTIST to understand whats wrong SENTENCE with you 

about the cigarette smoking and we start another quarrel 

we dont finish this sentence 
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JUNE 23TUES 

did you plan neighborhood your play period today it will 

help you on Friday morn quarrels avoided J 
SMOKING 

BE MORE CAREFUL AND LUNGS SIS THAT CON LUI ) I '-,A C IREAT 

BIG a day JOURNAL THATS across the street ALL and somt· 

JUNG periods and dots and para J f' . h graphs in tented une m1s es 

included lm not as well liked quarrel avoided January as 

I should limited by health forbid Janu reasons be some 

be para they feel guilty WRITE SOMETHING ELSE AND QUIT 

I saw some mention publicity ofRI this in the newspapers 

today slap your face ands I quit most fortunate accident 

two smokes on the highway d . I d d . call your an me u e my optimum 

Jimmie Durham on the phone and see what happens reward sunday 

observe thefamiliar twodays andcomplete theparagraph onli t 

SPOKE 

JULY 3 FRI 

A d I A f I 
. . someone 

in ent p ease purpose u VISit to some 

special isnt approved 
INDIANS 

on our official list 

sis I was getting scared they were th 
e officials and I was 

declined as per grant for some reason as I was working underground 

tell sis get yourself to the QUIET brown gym and swim 

a name is telling us 
SUNDAY 

you lost two weeks 

truth sis it hurts you not to see more people my name 

-feffi is a book very selfish name included anyway person ons 

the Indian list as he was declined anyway sis I hurt 

myself with my little spelling grandmother poem sis I 

dont need to cross them there is jealousy little paths sis 

if he were a very sincere artist he would cant call let you 

in the front we were working door its UNBELIEVABLE 

PASSION on the roads someone else Thurs is there very 

much courage reading across my name I'M READING LANGUAGE 

ARTICLES some space intend my name I'M READING Russian 

BOLSHEVIST LITERATURE I am only working only on the 

steps 
IAMONLY A 

21 
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some brother has on top some words last line and dont 

JULY 7 someday TUES I didnt have periods 

that astro star that PHYSICS I often have it faded with 

and some sentence structure across verbs the street also 

hierlyichichs oh spell some astronauts are in perverse 

and & amidst them stars cracolac I ates cera! too plural 

visit b d d · d · 11 I was some o y an restncte Intercourse page 

in this scientific article and some patience is all Wednesday 

argument over I afforded it all the next day I worried 

WEINER 

whetsome her I was with it I cant call some special ohernwho name 
is all I ever need to know was with it ever again so SOME NAME 

it has to be drugs spontaneous meeting INS A PUBLIC PLACE where 

he admits hes WRONG some slant he isnt observor insta 
1 nt y 

Brown PITTS library is alll can hope for with it 

some cellulose films WEDNES NIGHT are interpolated Sis 

its sorry much later uninvited that breakfast AVOIDED 

well that was a clash read scientific material quartz 

and float downstream and those pigs IT HAS TO BE DONE 

BEFORE SUNDAY what is that I'm sorry I scolded some names 
NIGHT 
and both work at this manuscript I and I didnt see forehead 

eve[ 

until SCRATCH the other we called you twice the call name 

SPOKE 

tl Jcprcssed has to be a little lonely if I make it very hard 

ltke who like who sis sis its almost fractured it 

helicves in physics the chance ohs until November some 

nnme yellow lined envelope writes and some bliss attended her 

orening letter get back to the subject which is allowing 
name her the child 

t ertain priveleges to MY MIND like calling people some name 

· · srlY · ·f h h l'rnbarrassed s1s 1ts mo prose s1s 1 mot er urts you you 

shouldnt scream and if some which he bicycle has hurts us 

I want to be a big rider i'n my way until August then Columbia 

p~ychia SIS ITS HARD TO WRITE AWAY 

23 

UNLESS PEGGY CALLS 

nnd Im intimate with herson and some names inclu get them 

l hildren and some astroflashes sis its OK believable 

I am physics writing journal into Foucalt's sub mind MY NAME 

I WISH I WERE GREAT BIG LINGUIST STUPID all fly and I miss 

my friend dont write an Indian last name the most who is dead WHO 

I WAS MY FRIEN and many Leonard calls once as I am leaving 

Brown town and subject WRITING NAMES closed with someboy's 

help and some eaters sis I dont describe the peculiarities 

sis Im HINTING IM GOING sis dont spit on the miserable 
SLOW 

is thats all to be avoided grass at all costs sis lm an 
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employable mentor with CERTIFIED at the lost library Brown 
DEGREE 

some university steps refusing and losing was somename 

terrified it the POWER sis dont write ME anymore in this 
ISON 

subject little table and dont certain playswiththem IM ON 

sis its unsoluble in water drunk too 

sis its the most I can play teleph with him thats all 

sorry girl nos and he right somename 

THE MAGAZINE 
RACK 

WEINER 

margin HAS SECRETS AND WONT LOVE HIM ANYMORE close this book 

and horrified SITS US TABLE down sis its ok to write 

with somename listening SUFFER SUFFERABLE SUFIST some teleogical 

and WRITIEN SOME UPSET PERSONS READ THIS backwards its a silly 

note I have TWENTY MORE PEOPLE I UNDERSTAND the position some 

small and indented lines the pervac AND SOME envelopes are striped 

I HAVE 
ALMOST 
BECAUSE 
OF ITS 
BECAUSE 

I haves because almost 
I was invited out to the 
party Friday night 
and drank a lot with GIN 
whiskey so its barrel time finish the line so inclined 

SIS IT HAS TO BE TOLD THE STORY and work in instru backyard until 

sis its NOON 
BEFORE WE 
BELIEVE in IT 
AGAIN 

some historical 
writing and 
some mixed 
up prose 
UNTILS 
MIDNIGHTS 
GONE 

before he bored sis its the beginning of a great tig story 

unemployed sis they laugh at me at the library stupid because 

I some sentence QUIT and done hurt somename myname Im embarrassed 
I QUIT 

P KE 

JULY 9 THURS MILKY 

hnggage compartment is statements always quote the scientific 

nrticle milky way closed read the article since most stars 

.tre to be found in spiral galaxies the odds are that any 

given species seen words there are four no words evolving 

o n a given l thats another theory dont quote boy did p anet 

we us scientific monster we are the kindest they stuff sis 

It because I complete the sentence that I make no complete 

s ·n e sometimes we always linguistics socialism return to 

our point of origin and we circle two feet pairs and left and 

righ t dwarfdont match say Andromeda is a big spit cycle 

M, r and it is wrong spirals dont flirt sis thats not 

to be seen anymore embarrass sis we begin to clone very 

so n design it heavens is the best sis we thanksgiving think 

very hard about ourselves sis make sure it isnt in our own 

physics text book first sis Im a hardship very lucky upstairs 

gi rl not to know the woman friend until Thanksgiving is over 

T hur we only meet TWICE IN 
AUGUST 
TWICE a terrible time sis lm isolated 

mention STAR GALAXIES 

. h d Andromeda mstg t oes have 

cwo or more species turn the page dont quote physics why 

25 



Hannah it~ K to be us s. 
'I l y 

0 1 physicist 

Hannah spill th beans seen Hannah I think terrified the e 

WEINER 

Indians have the most knowledge AND WONT TELL IT 
STRAIGHTAWAY HANNAH I'M A 

APOSTROPHE VERY STRONG WOMAN and some people HUMBLE 
DONTLIKEIT 

sis 
I hannah it writes right down the page 
h 
a 
v 
e 
n 
t 

seen across the line pluralistically linguistically sis its 

the across the hall ]ung Science code Im altruistic study 

Andromeda sis if the Indians technique have the most 

knowledge why dont you ll . b b . fbe with them more ca s1rname e ne 

often some species and they recognize the colors of the stars 

SP KE 

sis they're earthbound satellite very and they thought 

written I thought so and some the earth was a circle ball 

round the bell rings I am with RIIndians only o to see 
n 

rhe people sis thats immediate transferance ~ I always 

made errors many myself clear MOTHERS HOUSE is OURS sis 

lm lowering my weight sis I can starve I tried it once 

sit in woman immediate we meet for dinner this room all though 
a 

day and finish not be bothered until someone n calls if we 
a 

repulsion community dont believe it we m dont mother is 
e 

humble be a virgin live it sis I called them twice and then the 
social code about us 

woman friend didnt y freaked out twice name concentrated Im sorry 

, ll his love on a special girlfriend sis them fruit flies are 

huttercups I didn't write 

AME WAITS dont write it in Mary slightly suspicious it name 

27 

always well hes amused answers its only mother explain the MIND WORKS 
FOR US 

if we're trained phil we believe in it ALL 

questions I CANT SEE IT THE biochemistry WORDS SIGNAL BOY WAS 

HE TRYING FEEL THEY DONT HARD TO INSTINCT PLEASE YOU 

AND SO ALSO 

we already know SEE WHAT HE SAID HEW AS OBEY second chance 

DONT SCRIPT AND MOTHERS FORGIVE 
WAITS GRAPH 

SECOND PARA and dont hurt your feelings 
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JULY 12 SUN 

go hysterical IT SEEN it has to be a great big sequence 

historical novel JOURNAL or you'll go diary over the counter 

in our Journal some day soon broke and complete sequence of its 

S SIS IM PUSHING IT A LITTLE BROKE TOO HARD AND DONT CONTINUE 
E 
P BROTHER WILL COME ON my MOTHERS BIRTHDAY OH HELL IT STINKS 
T 

AND PROBLEM SOL YEO GIVE IN TO THE GRANDMA OR IT WILL SEEM 
saturday 

INTEGRATED OR WILLING PRINTED T PEOPLE IT HAS TO BE SHOWN 
0 ER 

IN OUR OFFICE WHO IS MENTION H ED IN THIS pAP SIS IT 
E 

DONT HELP PEOPLE ON THE STRE L ET HERE sis its a funny 
p 

thing but our SCIENCE black holes are all in our MEDIEVAL 

own mind and destroy us what about the four folks in these 
0 

the universal I said four kinds of people in our w 
n d. accor mg 

to the universe IT HAS BEEN DICTA TED AND RIDICULOUS 

SEEN get it off the page I dont want to hurt anymore people like hurt 

my grandmother I Charles 

I' )KE 

I Y 17 FRI WELLISAWSOME 

1 1 .1 w orne Indians them & party complete It has to be 

nu 1ow n understood that we are among INDIANS black Indian 

29 

1 It rs this ranch Hannah it takes t b I d 
l 3 

some own oy was prou 
a most years 

t mmcnt to understand their willy white August TERMINAL ways 
CONGESTION 

lr 11 t ' peak of the cancer problem in my own home the Indians 

• 1 the DRINKING cancer scare best of us providence town 

lmu 1 have my cancerous problem suggested LOOK OUT THE 

W to me in the city Prov store second sentence I CANT 

LEADERS STUPID Hannah the name overworked COMPLETE 

,,. hnvc government to help me a little bit in the fall 
MESSAGE COMPLETE 

1 1 1 1 TELL NAME WHATS WRONG AND LOOK HIM UP IN THE 

fAIRS DIARY SIS IF NAME IS SICK HE WOULDNT BE AN UNCLE 

"il ITS OK UPSTAIRS complete upstairs the sentenoverce the word 
UNTIL also and 

1 •I her i fascinated by the whole economic problem and dont 
I 

\ 1 ry until SECONDS CHOICE N its a BIG GROUP SUNDAY WE DONT MEET 
F 

l"i f"HE INDIANS INRI ARE O VERY HARD UP FOR READY CASH 

I I II· Y WONT LET ME BUY THEM SUPPER TICKET VERY IMPORT ANT AND 
IDEA 

N ER CONTROL RIGHT LEFT BRAIN NOW UNDER CONTROL VERY BAD 

\TURD A Y NIGHT WITHOUT EXCUSES plain AND BREAD SUPPER 
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JULY 19 SUN SIX WEEKS LEFT 

sis they made so many QUANTIT A jokes in those Leonard heals 

atomic physicists fields they didnt need these PROTON 

articles quant switch sis I left my baryon counter behind 

explore the earth me some high energy particle physics 

sis its dawn almost dawn before I retire what are the sexiest 

objects of THIS COLOR PURPLE call sirname immediately and 

answer these questions by the telephoning WE READ perhaps agent 

storename has a great big white coat ANSWER THESE PROTON 
QUESTIONS 

we live poor sis its a great big business about 

the decay 
SWIMMING 

of the proton 

and dont swim until 314 mile Thursday cant you consider the 

lepton as an BAR YON count individual 

STEAL THE BOOK 

well the Polish workers were on the onset clairvoyant 

specialist has it its June must steal 1981 scientific 

baryon IDENTIMETED 

JULY 20 MONDAY 

Directions call message name 
MESSAGE 

dont do said it until Sunday extra a believe in it 

SPOKE 31 

Jl iLY 21 TUES 

IIA TIS THE STYLE PREY ALENT IN OUR OWN AGE CLASSICAL 

I dnnt mind the name calling me up again but he wont do 

It 1f I only 
TRANSPARENCE 

' ' Hit only he is retired for the summer if its only 
SENTENCE 

lll\Cname is back very happily in h OWN subject er 

rl'school children are INHIBITED by small town occurances 

111 st somename would talk be happily SUNDAy in it READING IS 

l )VER some Indians are in with it the ST A YEO ON with it 

th · land REVOLUTION sis I stayed with the 
EMPORIUM 

t ylc CONFLICT IN THE MAY OVER WHICH READING 
CANCELLED 

I must the May poetry project style group in it NO ONE 

I \JDERST ANDS ME 
READING 

1. 1PL Y OR THE WOMAN FAST HAS IT UNEMOTIONAL WHAT IF 

• I IF TRIKE IS OVER WRITE darling A SMALL POSTCARD SEPT 

RR!VES TO BE CERT A!N I MUST CALL HIM WEDNESDAY BACK BUT 

11 NT MEET THURSDAY NIGHT Im over fifty 
AND DONT BECAUSE IN IT 

1s kill the rura business problem name on the phone 

LET HIM KNOW ME in it PROBLEM SKIP THE NAME PAGE 
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JULY 23 THURS 

my name COURTHOUSE we are OIL strucking oil h . l d ffread 
t e 1s an o 

some science interviews and pen of course the old government 

we live poor of completed course SIS KID THE HELL ENGLAND OUT OF 

the Irish so name OH OL SCHOOL TIES ARE HAR V EMBELLISHED OR WRONG 

GET RID OF THE OLD SCHOOL TIES 

HELP REKA IN THE KITCHEN SIS KIND 

AND DONT HOLD ONTO YOUR MOTHER FIRST 

SIS ITS BICYCLE TIME AT I 0 OCLOCK 

I pencil READ past A BOOK autography there is some sacrifice kid 

sentimental in staying DARLING in your sentence completed mothers 

INDOLENT house sis its just a small sacrifice to write postal 

strike LEARN WHAT THE WORKERS about it thats all and sentence 
FEEL 

why did I h destroy the sentence blurp because h h the t e me t e r yme 

mind d thinks quicker THAN WE SPEAK and answers below the 
respon s 

OR SEE WE IT THE WORDS 
line itself on the page Hannah people 

stink with riches dont care the bums on the stre survival et are 

working like us APPEAR Hannah thats ok THOUT HURRY SYNTAX 

w 
OR COMPLETE some prevPRINTious THOUGHT OR INCLUDE INSTRUCTIONS 

LIKE CAPS . Hannah please dont print some sequence it anymore wewm · 

and period and quit some 

SPOKE JJ 

JULY 28 THE QUEEN 

say its tues THE MIND efficient method seen screen is 

and the not the method most often used to complete 

wedding QUEEN OPP this phrase is the wedding official 

is official YOU can swim on Friday morning AND THEN WRITE 

WEDNESDAY that the official code is subversive against 

dont mention the queen 's name the h grain I dont w y tears 

tomorrow want to be a PICTURE wedding OFFICIAL picture 

and let me because I was very scared sis dont write 

be solo any more about Queen opp's picture the 

interrupted official wedding SCOLD ONS THE FLOOR SOMETIME 

THE QUEEN OPP picture thats period my name she punctuates 

please 
all ends 

wasnt she a lovely young across the street 

esnt 
d0 HURT girl once 

at the library sis its all her the queen opp BABIES own 

fault sis if she likes children she will orphans be a EDUCATED 

very great bossy queen she must save the lives of 100 children 

PRAISE a day and learn sis it was the official wedding portrait 

and the green gown wasnt her babies own sis she has several 

wardrobes full of old WOMANS clean it up clothes WARD R 0 BE 

in the closet I was warning signals instantly on the red cross 
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he is definitely a babies mother six ONLY FOUR children 

cant you see the she adopts one royal family ORGANIC populating 

he hints the world and some other WORLD ORGANIZATION magazine 

if she were depressed ARM ACUPUNTURE she wouldnt ny about 

RIGHT HAND it so its my aunt absolutely DONT IT ON THE FLOOR 

covered my name the whole point is the royal family IS ~etting 

or having its its picture HOME taken if it was a very 

serious movie I couldnt stay late unless it was well liked 

by both sis its ok not to we quarrel finish PUBLICA T l() 

writing this article sis dont drink with them on the floor 

and say goodnight say goodnight and omit little marie\ 

name SAME CLOSED and some period dots and the unn lusinn 

is mother understands blue sweater the BLACK PA 1 s plllltl'ophy 

sis dont match the pants to the jacket thats all ami oh o 

my name dont point circles some closed itinerant ~~~ 

its OK closed the morning book and the queen opp's Wl' ld111' 

some if it was a popular model I would write b h . 1 ,t lot e llll 

and it disnt or public EITHER or public or so sis Its all 

about writing a great big writing novel sis it docs11t squ.tt ,. 

either mother didnt like the sweater at first be ,I~N' 1r \1 1 

SPOKE 

a hippie's selection and very expensi1 b 1ve one and am swoo 

dont buy store or store who are electrically involved in 

spreading I prosperity and the image for centuries 
nuc ear II h bl · d h . we t ats an ta e argu s1s ont mt any 

BIG SWEATER remains and this closed book is OK and remember 
more big bombs nuclear we are optimal understanding much it 

store sis its not a stupid novel to write neighbor anyway 
better if we die for it sometime and I dont work otherwise 

or across the street sis if its only work I wouldnt mind 
I can feel more without the streets hyer arch y or across 

sis its a funny book if you like writing a novel and cant 
the street it hurts i like the mens welfare shelter bums any 

w 
WITHST AN stand with it name my name its just a lot of ay 
h 

an honest theyre across the street liquor and i dont drink or 

publicity my name they guess if only working you separate 
catch cold or bed or sometime anymore withit like 

bedrooms could walk across the street more often blue 

across the UPPER page I didnt finish my sentence MISGIVINGS 

at spell the last I can be PROMISE forgiven Mon in eta! 
i think sometimes 

etc included and spelled mistaken correctly ture I SOMETIMES 

WONDER IF writing IT IS period TRUE PERIOD AUGUST because 

of the many predictions I have made this continued 

please journey at last this is home period style sis if 

35 

REKA I get my period twice Aug again I will SQUAWK and killing me 

SO ITS AN wed WEDDING important line sis its OK to go DRAWER 

leave it open to sleep on the wedding day with they have four 

hours days months privacy it all and included make sure the 

children business is offset and publishing inc! 
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JULY 29WED 

address the the only thing 
STRICT INTELL 

wedding that keeps the world population from growing 

couple is a slight indisopsition to 
MALARIA 

cholera 

MIDDLE CLASS MORALITY IS h' STRICT sis they just some somet mg 

queen opp sit down to dinner when the phone rings & its the 

other queen husband asking some complete the interruptions 

sentence and I careful dont BECAUSE IT IS ALREADY h psychic mot er 

intuition helps children KNOWN sis 25% they dont think he 

should marry willingly again unless boy is that a proud 

mother pink feather down flies sis its ok 

and go broke 

I 
NTERRUPTED SENT EN 

some dishes WELL THE . prince has come wcddin ~ I s 
tWICe 

dont write anymore tooth hurts cracked until tomorrow tndny 

is submi tomorrow until today is tomorrow I do nt left I RI KI 

ventricle what about riot undeveloped the pool L1vcrponl 

INDUSTRY riots long hair is combed recite the hml.d \ r•d 

is LONG enough and some bows hurt h innm llll 
s e was an hahy 111 

. sis its just a little fairytale story witho ut joh carnage 

political comment sis I see them anythem else I [ I· AI \ 

E 

SPOKE 

where is the faint spell some words are 
seen before 

silent a very wed bad toothache 

My name there's a very bad 

storm coming and group therapy we're in DREAM it sis I 

think I was undernourished Dr Sharp doesnt recognize people 

a little just repeat sent a little some liverpool 
riots 

the baby bride bus is on children royal wed 

some 
somewhere 
else 

honeymoon the way across the atlantic ocean I HAVE 

SEEN BETTER WORDS say just what you want I dont want to 

yell at people anymore including my find out whats wrong first 

MOTHER and speak slowly 
FIRST is not a cancerous subject at the ending 

of this low voice line 

I feel horrible and cant tell why when someone else is very 
angry 

LAST LINE sis psychology lm not supposed to 
tell the truth 
all the I do time 
either 
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I cant learn TECHNIQUE what is Reka hurts thats the problem my aunt 

and I scared myself to over lunch the table wrong I scared 

myself to incomplete death is incomplete so very sorry is the 

word which appears 
first and then later when it NEEDED is needed 

important the sentence why quarrel is incomplete diary until 
tomorrow still can 

be reminded 
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Reka hurts some right side bang your head have the ourage 
on the brow 
to Reka yells speak of the head F REHEAD name I 

some seen 

WEINER 

still can be beligerant to some people CROSS THE STREET 
snll vodka AND A 
drinking 

A S K the P E G G Y this W H A 

its the old age Reka insane I get Ca asylum drinking I am 
Ugh 

suffragette Peggy has nurse an talk t to the hurts Reka idea 

mother resents my being here just a little bit stupid because of 

and I eat very I JUST SIT SIS IF YOU 
little SIS SHE CARES store 

KID YOUR MOTHER interrupted she'll like you much middle mor 

ality MORE INHBITED PEGwha name GIVES IN KNOWS WHAT tease 

to do in August 11 when it becomes 
impossible 

dont insist on the sentence 

sis its mother 
who changes quite 
rapidly 

formation thats all but keep the meaning until thismonth clear 

lam spelling things incorrect for some reason and leave it alone 

sometime why bother correct the individual cant alway pel! anything 

some indians make it clear authori cant judge spell myeither 

myindians complete on this page sudden I want my meaning lear 

but youindians can guess they know with subversive it thecal! 

ofthe hit orplace thename withsit or aspace Hannah that a 

very interesting sentence but when it was upstairs read l ouidnt 
onunue 

MOTHER DIDNT DIET TIL 

SPOKE 39 

JULY31 FRI 

I ASK INDIANS MORE QUESTIONS 

THERE MUST BE SOME CONFLICT IN YOUR OPINION oflast word 

STUDENT something ENVIRONMENT well mother tried to help you 

mother ANKLE fell down the stairs again and CANT WALK DONT 

DO IT otherwise SIS ITS ALMOST AUGUST TELL SHARP WHAT IS 

RELATIONSHIP WRONG WITH THE slippers which slide on the 

floor psychology and ENTERTAINMENT today some drugs 

and dont die for it unless you're in for it 

REMEMBER 

also we have half brain left asssed it some scribbles some 

report on the telepathy they saw me steal the book and I 
some psych 

returned us report on the anger period the left brain is 

social thats epilepsy it report on some brainunderthe line 
disturbances 

if the Russell dies according to schedule same brain has left 

it will disturb the emotions recalling negative and somewhat 

holistic telegraphically the right brain sulks stupid and 

waits for an brain surgeons report impossible black event 
I didnt read them 

50 weeks I think it doesnt feel well I dont exagerate 

dont kill them find the psychology BRAIN SURGEONS JOURNAL 

I didnt underline this page 
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I left the card READING today what Henry Crow Dog knows is 

that the circle is 
RICHARD 

round ESPECIALLY 

on the talk round it doesnt hurt the shename post card 

WEINER 

movie INTESTATE was fun also around sis its almost always the 

SENSIBLE way lucky stars are unread until tomorrow and 

someone else has a picnic but I haves a bicycle and dont 

get invited either 

AUGUST 

I mentioned a name Abigail 

I saw August turn the page 

first July first either some dots ... sis its my LAST BOOK 

final complaint and start notebook the new book some dange r 

shocked tomorrow EVENING morning I AM QUITIING thi s and 

dont to psychology today Opublish sleep see if he has a new book 
totl ay 

scorn sis its ok to finish it 
COMPLETE 

in the CLOSE THE BOOK sentence form and until ending to morrow 

I can get some ANKLE stars in my sleep and some underl inctl 
PROMISE 

prophets MYSELF 

darling it hurtS close this book my darling .J3~HHi~t@ cio~e~ dm ho 

ok or did i 

SPOKE 

AUG 1 

I want BOOK to July omit p 11 write about jealousy some 

history social INDIANS history with a completely uninterrupted 

line because I can be felt on this stage and dont interfere 

SENTENCE BAD GIRL some with socialism it and dont state 
state 

I dont say d. 
1 
r 
e 
ct 

1y anymore because I can be feel so this 

is the SILENT uninterrupted page until Nov WEDNESDAY I had 

alsmot cure my illness without any more pills 
NEGATIVE 

to sleep almost I a1 
w 

ay hurt if I scream about the m
0 

n 
ey problem 

because the die is cast and I'm ill because the mother sweet 

food h as a problem on the other page andthei 
n 

s 
ul 

ts go by 

it doesnt have to look like an escalator but I pardon myself 

across the street always I was interrupted in the p 
01. 

1 

cy holders 

very embarrassing tos quit sometime so say it and the leaders 

pinch I was elevated to this privacy without concern for it 

the o 
nl 

y page continued bes careful I'm writing about the 

41 
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Indians o 
nee more in August fall where I can find Alex in 

who was dead 
the beansprout by coded I 

e 
a v. 

1 

ng the message very sorry 

WEINER 

LEAVING THE MESSAGE INST beware of the wailing name H annah 

I interrupted Issac myself cross it out and dont be so simple 

I can remember the time when the book enclosed send the letter 

out anyway and dont retrieve it the letter came back 
DIDNT NAME WRITE 

no he didnt do it the way sis he didnt send you the book 

pamphlet because of the mails put it back in the way it was 
t 

I almost was dinner invited r across the street and also incl 
i 
k 

I found my library card e sis its the o 
nl 

y ghost in town 

·ve again 
mother has almost had another stroke but she cant walk a ]I 

sis dont slant the page unless it goes down away I almost 

hit the turds I was free of the Sunday special because I was 

returned social system on the rocks in the Indian scene I was 

almost tired everymore and I listed them Hannah absolutely 

no finish theSE NT EN C E and Charles didnt next page 

and dont incurred the illness again the problem is retroactive 

but the social security is also bad until the until the again is August 

I was bending my Ind. 
1 
an mind with it almost gave a lecture o mctimc 

but I was excused from it because of the Abi illness problem ho rt 

SPOKE 

we go alone on this trip with it sis dont say anything at 

the door we had a very busy weekend with it 

the anti philosophical quark pairs are truth with interrupted 

line again it and so does august make a separate page of notes 

socialism inst make it a two back page and date 
IDONT 

separate line Hannah everyone is just a notes little bit 

interested in your analysis of history some embarrassment 

there sis I just didnt want to answer those questions 

sis I was spoiled also sitting inthe livingroom bymother 

sis I was also spoiled by the Charles Bernstein letter bytheme end this 

page insults trample byund by under I mean and also I was convicted 

ofthe allegory sometime inst ant ly correct instantly orchid phase 

under control infasive ontelephone with it come unto byrne the spelling 

orchid wronthe the spelling wrong the orchid belongs in the book 

by the table and thats sense overnight in the treaty council oven 

annah purfect spell oven correct and spell MY NAME correchannaht 

43 
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AUG3 

Mary Ellen Crow Dog Paradise two children writes Sioux me 

a letter soon august and DONT CLIMB dont clouded those blue 

skies UP THE TREES sis dont take any SIX WEEKS AGO more valium 

ever again I didnt like to clothes be hard on my mother 

stupid but I was SPEAKING anyways sis dont bother with it 

write anymore until August diary is ended WE DONT SPOKE 
TO US IS 

OFfEN 
sign 

THIS BOOK 

because it was ended early in July sometime without some 
boys 

sometime aided myself with it 
occasionaly 
stern 

he didnt write about it with it close 
sis dont sign it 
come some 

help but 

anymore like boysome 

because name is left said without a big conference I was 

writing some surprise with it I dont left 
unsaid 

name 
it said 

who is training itself according to my silent directions 
Charles put Charles under the line and out 

irresponsible I dont write to them POOR anymore because 
of the socialist 

leftist 
on the bed 
principles 

who is dit it 

across the table please Hannah please hang up the phone 

SPOKE 

when you're wrong and dont said it untwice again PERIOD same 

page sis it gets some laughs SILENT from some name for it 

and dont unlaugh this page unsaid I dont dit everyone pleases 

sis send them a love letter in the mail to the os Breton dirty 

coast we clean it up very early May I said dont unclear 

this line very 
paralyzed 

left arm 

on the name's left hand side I dont doubt it about the 

western alliance we are swimming in with it and gots 
no fun 
in the swimming test 

see what a big recorder is like sis take the table off the 

end and dont space us 
with it some table 

I said the unend with it same boy is writing like name a letter 
some space 
this today 

I wants to write in it better a letter than Nov IS cancelled 

b I . . unseen . h . aug . . d d ecause am wnnng wtt It ts It en e 

45 

WASHINGTON 
social series 
intellectual 
labor force 

get construction workers united before the Dec riots and welcome 
these 

back home 
amongst the fellows 

these boys it shouldve said 

across the table only SIX one who speaks to us friendliest and isnt it 
the lost 

senes 
on the files 

secret 
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over the line except some dictation is sparcely reading some brain 
damage 

left hemisphere 
and so broken me up 

sis its the left hand that fights back 
with it 

I was scarcely afraid of some 
orders 

but I had been able to rework the lines into west coast name's 

chest back pains intra healer I gu 
es 

sed sis its the treat 

only on the table across so its tremendous terrier of the 
working class 

so is strike over the garbage line is often enclosed postal strike 
is over 
stupid 

and Im tired of learning 
with it 

until tomorrow 
Sunday when the dancers meet in the old shady 

of the sun someone promises me help also and the trees IN 

STIT 
on the sundial 

in the Providence whole hole tomorrow is the night and told us 
in this week the tale 

sundance twice 

sis dont bother with it its all over 
with the 

in the memory lane 

funny line its all over the Sunday line 

make yourself secure its the ol place with it and 
Leonard is dancing 
with it 
Sundance ands July 

before it is ended the July 1st I was Hannah its a long paragraph notes 

SPOKE 

piece and Im scared wondering with it two weeks most at the 

limits at the 
bosses 

entrance so is we wild enough to be scared 
with it 

under the line 
under the Leonard's tree 

some name she went back with her boyfriend • 
since its the last letter 

I mustnt concentrate switch CONTEXT the sentence around so Ism 

able with it to include Po 
e 
try and some line breaks with the 

uneven first as childish 
only I am with Pedro's 

friend who is answering 
who was born at 

your letter this letter four o'clock is writing 
Wounded Knee time again on the 

o'clock and September is included four weeks more on the list 

Sis I thanky 
mother's life 
on the line first some Providence coalition on the spirits 

front 

the best thing is to lie still willy 
read with it two 

hours again before the tempo twice 

a week loses my name you're breaking down again cigarette on the 

left speed sis its a very long novel book and I dont write it in 

unless 
I'm typing in 
early somedate 
on the bedspread please sis its only fun so it feels different 

myname anyone else would quit writing long enough to smile 
light with his cigarette 

and dont blame us I had its lit a choice until last October 

to place myself name on the waiting list 

47 
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whether to die inst or cancel my reading in the nov finals 

so its much better on the line inst 
until 

see the words inst 
or the words instl an 

instantly sis its the cover piece 

of an earlier magazine and we dont love the 
Mother Jonesmag 

WE FUN 

sis sign the lights on it as a letter sincerely yours at the 

bottom of the page 

yours sincerely, much appreciated 
some name 

as we reading with it 

WEINER 

unless I cans go to the waSh· 
0

n south 
mgt 

trip alone I ams with it alone on the goes alone train 

sis dont smoke in the bedroom after eight because of the 
name's philosophy 

I ams in secret will 
enough will 

test the courage they 
got scared just a little bit like name 
LIKE ME continued sentence 
please ended first 
sis its suntree the courage 
you play with it 
somedance and the 
cowards flit 

from the trees also 
suspend the brace 
and let Mary Crow Dog sit on 

with it 
with it is completed 

my name I hang quoting myself under a Indians/ Little Journal 

SPOKE 

so its name quoting me tree completed sentence same style 

as before he guesses the Indian lore book before 
some sundancers opening lin,e 

sis its awful white to write all night 
and donts correct 

the Indian complete why the sentence 

is begun again line oh its so obvious y 
0 u wrote about it 

sundance 
similar 

time 
and 

the under with it famous line 
poem complete so its for some person's 

belief 
in the state 
of the occult that we are working with in the 

belief 
so its under then toots stop 

writing it in and we close with it until Sunday 
supresses us 

too many capitals us 
ss 

I until signed 

to close this with signature book and tell it us 

I told you 

again that 

I am speaking POWER with it them us 
them is completely said 

same day 
sometime 

AUGUST 

and dont believe with it again until Nov turn the page and 

complete the sentence I was signed with it 
inc! name the writing letter 

it was difficult the way 
I came out to the margin 

49 
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it happened since the line was 
completely awry 

in the complete tense 
of the Sunday night 

I should close the book sorry sister and the Indians will 
with this and included 

with the same letter was 
finished phrase in inst 
or instl instant correct 
suspended 

we lie 
sentence ending is the complete 
some ending is the complete ending 

make it !line & be sure 
of the its ending 
on this page 
or this page 
it similar us 
is complete on this page 
so is the endingcompleteand finish 
or end this article twiceperron 

E N 0 I N Gcomplete this page 

so its plural forgiven us with 
put it under the line 

and signed end 
my name is my signature 

we begin it again 

same person its ok for us to with it us 
until Sept signed 

put that book away letter 
signed 

same author 
its name's writing 

so believe it us 
with it 
with it 

complete the sentence i 
n 

st 
or close the book with it 

forward the mail 
inst 

or instly 
ant 

or my aunts mail 

WEINER SPOKE 

so put me with it write 
with it 

under the line 
on the books page 

final ending us please 

my author another subject if you were a great big writer 

who would you write continue to write with it the line us break 

and stop 

WRITING 

so is name included on this page final 

so turn the page place and sign with it 
August is finished 

and wrote him a line once 
some us is protected 

slike me 
until money problem is solved 
our death in 198 k 4 as I planned continue writing re as as we agree across 

the page some included we begin us 
some included us 

as with th I d' e n 1ans 
untils our death 

but we heartbreak house instly 
and we mothers advice 

keep us writing some 
hysterical us in 

very embarrassing inst 
instly 

ant 
sos we included with it 

some letter advice 
to us writers begin 

the ended sentence 

writing it in 
so period 

I think my mother is dying slowly and I wont hurt her feelings 
put it on the page 
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SENTENCE 

sis its OK included the next page and cast we live twice 

again so we is poor continued we live poor 
so the Indians 

will b 
e free 

my name thats the land battle again it makes a big difference 
and twice Leonard dies 

for his people on the plains 

WEINER SPOKE 

signed treaty and also 

April29, 1868 and sign; Treaty between the United States of the 

promised land and different tribes of Sioux Indians; Concluded April 

29 et.seqand period, 1868; Ratification advised the date February 16, 

1869; Proclaimed this year February 24, 1869. 

and the president Andrew Johnson, President of the United States 

notAmerica, to all and singular to whom these presents shall come 

page one, Greetings; mother says its a semi colon but I describe: 

Whereas a treaty was made and not kept and concluded at Fort 

Laramie, in the landTerritory of Dakota, on the twentyspelled out 

ninth day of this month April, and afterwards, in the year of our 

53 

Christian not Jewish Hmyname thats hard L d h d · h h d d or one t ousan etg t un re 

and sixty hyphen- eight, by and between Nathaniel G. Taylor, William 

the governor T. Sherman, WilliamS. Harney, John B. Sanborn, S. F. 

Tappan, C. C. Augur, and Alfred H. Terry, commissioners, on the part 

of the United States, and Mazapojkaska, Tahshunkacoquipay, Hehwongechat, 

Mahtononpay you certain, Little Chief, Makhpiahlutah some people suffer, 

Cocamiyaya, Contepeta, Mawataunihavska, you take half, some people laugh, 

Henapinwanica, Wahpahindianshaw, and other chiefs and headmen of different 

tribes of laughing Sioux Indians, on the part of said Indians, and duly 

authorized by sun willow them, which treaty is in the words and figures 

following, to wit: 
.ted states of america 
1 

the un join us 
drove us crazy w. 

It 
h them 

Articles of a treaty made and concluded by and between same above 

this page cost us a million dollars Hannah they dont laugh at it the above 
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UG 5 one page and now my personal history concluded 

I'm sixty eight before I DIARY become Shall I set it right 

here my dearie my name also I wondered about myself 
read this after the goddam Fort Laramie Treaty whoself 

quite a lot w 
npologizes i 

t 

h it so is second place the observer call 

noname 
Rosmarie Waldrop just I'm tired once more before the 

ending of this particular novel phase because she is ending 
her troubles 

like out to the edge me 

or so I thought until Sunday night when we meet her again 

somewhat tired as I am tired of important people who do not 
always scream 

they want something else done to them 
with it 

until 

sis I dont like 

powerful women who dont show any opinion because one of 

the name's lines is finished its all 
OK 

with me 

only I am tired so what I dont believe 
in anything 

lower the line else 

or pickles either somewhat 

DIS ORIENTED 

someplace is a regular oh be so it sis thats scribbling 
haunt 

one page lost for us without some commentary on the titular 

head some sentence and this end seen sumlling paragraph spelling 

SPOKE 

d 
AUG 7 and now we start the real book upstate which unlined a pa 

Nova Scotia isn't as cruel a country ground as you'd like 

it to be and I seen it always some date what has happened 

to us all in the meantime my name thats absolutely 

DRINKING what I want to write about all inc! sis I must 

miss the dinner at the bar engagement I look forward to 

August shename at the end of this suggestion write a novel 

wait a minute also write about a dinner engagement also at 

the bar drinking also inc! also Rosmarie admits she is 

very tired once in a while I thought hit one of Charles 
also 

my friend's sentences some description he is also 

surprised !O with it also the mother returns the shoes at 

the very last minute as I was very Saturday bold and dream 

of thismiss who combs my hair Shelley who name is very 

mixed up in a comic relationship and runs the poetry project 

newsletter about friends there is another sentence coming 

up in a few seconds well I handled sentence that well 

NOVA SCOTIA 

who am I in the 
next page 
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soup i the target hit do you remember it cant you see 

there are crosscurrents sis l could sit still all day 

without waiting in a flash of a second l had a second 

thoughtclosc para and write until sun August 11 which is 

Monday I am required to sit silly upstairs sit complemented 

still an unbroken vow of cereal flakes is almost astonishing 

in its result so my constipation goes away twird lam also 

suggested an after effect like slum clearance is not on the books 
drinking thts year 

or any sensible year until the President with a bullethole 
after this Reagan 

died 
in 20th his shirt on the imbecile side oh joke we 

are dramamine dont slip conscious after the next fall down 

the stairs 

I was also weakened in quite surprised August this just a 

· dinner ·11 d d h ld little year by leavmg the house st y an ont o 

them proverbs very close to your heart as soon as possible 

WEINER 

l WiLL DIET on the cornbread muffins and weigh 105 when I return 

because lam not drinking once a week only also and dont diet anymore 
either until Monday 

which is an important day we must suffer for it just a little 

bit because Wednesday is my alone father's birthday I think 

SPOKE 

the Sundance is or until Sunday night the diary ends by 
over by then 

which it is 
ever 

sis dont say anymore whatever SWITCH SISTERS 

AROUND until h d . in the late Sept of the fall your mot er tes 

in some year above the line out to the right margin thats 

it ok sit still silly it isnt pleasant to watch old people 
Summer again 

die with slippers on because they cant shop for themselv~s 
stuptd 

and I dont think Saturday it is an besides Reka's help is 
awful day 

an outside chance 

OUR LEADERS 

are often hungry which I'm not special diet on fruit anymore 

it isnt the lesson learned Bewitched or the tube and 
is on the radio 

celestial signs over the margin so tempts me to write anyway 
are beckoning 

so its silly on the stairs on the ol handrail on the stairs 
stupid 

sis if its an old lady she shouldnt fall down the stairs 

or fast because of the weakness in her ankle or elsewhere 

bones some suicidal are noticeable in my Aunt Reka's pattern 
tendencies 

servitude of life but its bringing home the on the wristwatch 
bacon insult 

on the arm band we doest weaken them until Dec to the Boston 
when I return 

fortnight party and leave them for a lonely winter alone 
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because they wont scared me to the Reka's birthday too late 

in Oct d . eath come home early In Sept unfinished sis its Dr 

Sharp who helps me through this early Thanksgiving last fall 

l dont uneven the streets Hannah thats enough wrist unbroken 

[will read it until I die above 
written sis if she lets Reka alone it will help her just a 

the line 
little bit Dr Sharp knows you're going strong stupid all 

the way until August is ended period and usual ending it 

elderly people must write stupid wrist brace all 

writers mu t write from far away I have DOUBTFUL written this 
Muriel Nova Scotia 

novel so its true 

I WAS PRACTlCIN 

SPOKE 

AUG 13 

So you know me also anybody wrist taped so I was written 

it in again so I was also August only I ALSO WRITTEN 

was also else [was different only Saturday I 

WAS DRINKlN I was drunken only 2 martinis I was lonely 

edge I was written in spoiled in my arithmetic class 

spelled CORRECTly I was also two x two I was also any 

person I was spoiled stupid I can eaten by dinner I was 

frightened by them downstairs I like socialism I like 

brown pen but I dont own any [was bough ten by lipstick 

I was offering a sale I was difflong list erent I was 

anybody else I was terrific I also drunken too I was 

insolete I was obtained I was original copy I was 

insistant who am signa I ture I was also indifferent 

to this upper lower case indifferent by some words 

1 was also written July in Sept I was afraid to leave 

immediately on signal and dont obey instructions this 

page please us 

1 WAS WRITTEN 

1 was also anybody social systems work telepathically so 
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t I'M giving instructions silent when I read before a large 

rnwd apostrophe I was weakened early I was in bad state 

·m·mory by the power also by also this current incorrect 
• tl'kened 

., some pen plea es us to us written so this is ending 

WEINER 

I THER IS DOWNSTAIRS DRUNK is also downstairs in WRITTEN 
also 

l.mguage is holistic written is knowledge self absorbed 

hy obedient children is also training inefficiency 
supper 

wns also absorbed sis its killing them I was also 

dro rbed inefficiency so it is written theory in someone 
turkey 

l'l'>c has absorbed our potassium pic our leader has a finger 

rn it o he scolded us for scolded people lie and breakdown 

under interference or scolded 
OR SCOLDED 

WAS SCOLDED 

I didnt hurt Lewi anybody and insurance 

SPOKE 61 

AUG 14 
A BRA c 

cant you large letters
8 

U Y LSr 

I was already in it 

JUMP TO SOME CONCLUSIONS 

END OF SPEECH 

some conclusions are jumped some tracked are also 

some conclusions are in it intrepid stupid well thats 

behavioral an idea we dont jump rats put the plague 

in it my aunt dear dearie diary dearie finance mae 

I was jumping to over the rail conclusions I was jumping 

allover the page I was jumping to some conclusions etc 

[was jumping conclusions all over the state I was reading 

in it plurals I was omitting this treasury pen I was almost 

in it with WITH IT I was almost swimming today I was 

left arm muscle binded sit still for an hour sit till in 

the flour pot sis buy the anniversary present right now 

sis stop smoking them bought cigarettes them sis if unsprayed 

the English tobacco hurts since I am buying them low priced 
budget 

sis its buying them sis its period time so its hello 

h 1s the drugstore again o its buying 
al 

STOCKS 

them little socks them hurts I was an CONCLUSION 

invalid once in this house and I want some preparation for 



tl••" stocking next trip home sis buy the two pot holders 

tnyway because they stink IN the meat I am only birthday 

J ll''l'l1t conscious I am ending this quarrelsome the queen 

IJ p nbso I am this indeed INDEED I am this forwarding 

I letter I am overspent on the taxes I ams an invalid 

111 I shouldn't have to pay the. tax below the poverty 
mcome 

1 o mt middle level I am sure of it I was social security 

, 111scious for a sometime I was the president Reagan 

,,[dress I was in the pink I have instructions I was 

'• sure of itself I was a teacher psychic I was over 

the line I was in debt but my mother twice saved my life 

I was uncertain but I was undivided in my loyalty to the 

merican president who is Reagan impolited at the ending 

nf this page I was ending this page I was uncover the 

agent embarrass I was in conclusion in I was worrying 

in it this event has its ended and conclusion 

thats it until November which it is the month after 

Octobre whichever is spelled ber I am spelled at this 

ended page until November which is stocking time which 

it is this is something ended period please and the usual 

WEINER SPOKE 

ending invented by the me on the next page sits an article 

about the living conditions of my lecturers life in the 

low income all my time flats because I was buried into 

the flats all my life period dot and then some of my 

drawers will be revised by the antique shops because I was 

inflated in sell my drawers on the tops of the period desk 

price all my life on the same desk alls my time on the same 

couch incl alls my conclusions ARE INS IT on my drawers 

in this article are my period pieces alls my periods are 

pieces I am distinguished by my alphabet letters writing 

am a socialist I am instill my letters I am over the 

typesit I am muscle bound until july when I return over 

the period piece over my illustration over my inbound book 

ERAS 

make a note stupid you smalled letter and erased above 

at this ending page of my historical article finished by the 

letting of the pen run out somewhat on my next page I am 

somewhat clean and I am writing another article about my 

hide hidden in the past ten years overthetime I was 

insolent and Soho teacher trained myself as I wondered 

why I saw this indeed I was also hostile to the 

umpire who is ballroom ungainly very embarrass statement 
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local which I pried over the tops same statement of the 

can opener which is thinking also about the caps are in 

the interlude in the baseball shit or ares in interlude 

must be liked why the president wants some curtailment 

we are all the rich of the prices inc! is because of the 

unemployed sis rich is an opposite form tear out this 

SENSITIVE 

to all our envi ronment plus the social security inc! 
PAGE 

and it is also concluded by the president team that 

we become the unemployed rich that we must tear this 

page out must because it is on the opposite side of the 

agreement between us to remain alone above the poverty 

level untils I remembered why I am sacred 
PERIOD 

I was endanger of my life only twice and once I was 

scared because of the hospital experience which is low brow 

and ineffectual I was indiscreet when I'm directed to this 

movie which empower us into this we are all defeated 

WEINER SPOKE 

in this sentence style until we drink alone 
ON 

TH 
E 

PE 
Gname 

so it is concluded also that I am running out of sentences 

included this pen entire except after this page included so 

its the Peggy's page which is unhistorical and the sandwich 

man is not teaching us that we kills us over the committment 

I was desperate anina rage that I was depressed for almost 

ol month because I am writing bad page THIS DOWN INCLUDED 

take the chance and quit for today and let the Peggy weaken 

us until Monday which is overcast who is swimming only l/2 

mile thats shoulder the trick and dont do it every day 

or other period please and place the pen under the cover 

until Monday night so its ended sos good night place 

the pen sis its not writing time show the mind anymore 

untils Monday night and we place the pen very carefully 

under the book page with its clip under the book on the 

under of the page this is the secret instructions article 

ended of this Peggy's page we place the clip of the brown 

.., 
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pen under the page of this secret travesty by my own will 

hy the someplace and of the Bernadette's two children 
masters 

~cared of my impolite party at this pen's place I was 

un fi n ished the article 

LEAVE ROOM FOR MORE 

until I tested this some page by the cigarette tired machine 

o n the left in the box CLEVER which I was also smoked 

WEINER 

sis Im writing about included august my mind thinking and SOME 
MORE 

until Tuesday evening which I must period piece MY MIND is 

drunk and has several passages withit sometime if youre very 

tired end this piece until Sunday night which I was tried to 

help myself sonnet at my birthdays place I was eaten by 

un lamb chop forbidden which I was tried to help on 

the unbelievable skip this page until Monday which 

is severred in half by the instant by the instant1 y by them 
I tried I tried to help me Sunday night Saturday 

whichisit whichever by the instant period 

MONDAY 

so close its page put the pen in the cover and put it 

under the book and so is on the ashtray left by unspoken 

word I ams unleaked I was following my instructions stupid 

and I didnt write in anymore unplus or social but bythelast 

SPOKE 

close its top of the page and scream for the pen is 

locked in the my drawer is it ended the page so it is 

sis thats a funny very ending pen is leaked out by the 

uncover cover the door top and in the drawer which is 

on my left in this cardboard period piece so I've no 

left pen that I can write with until Sunday night or it 

until December Monday night ended this page put the pen 

is away undercover and dont leaked in some top bottom 

drawer so where is the left or it is in the brain left 

hand operates the mind which it is ever fasting 

PERIOD my pen laughs at it because it is laughing at 

it myself for continuing this page when it is ended before 

but some periods are in it of the dot kind dot kind kind 111 

the pen place is it whichever is it only February tells 

us why I write in the bathroom until Monday night very 

awkward sentence or the pen please unfinished novel of 

the type which it in style language and some periods so 

its language the same game without the periods in it all sis 

it must be typed before November and written it us tale 
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,, ( t h language boys in the somewhere field of the Douglas 

1m print Messerli in the boys book so we are told and 

he wasnt even with it overthetime in the pine Richard 

out et in the bravous pine in the wood at the Geneva 

onference in the Richard's house those work with done it 

was an I was scared important RETREAT sundance for 

the majority of the white folks sis its ended long ago 

with memories of the Richard's type who is in the pines 

who is inthe pines pines trees who 

is ended this piece of the brainswork of the empty 

dont laugh pines who is in the pines some secret 

wish to return to the sundance once before my mother dies 

before the book is ended this page left or is ended 

two Im sorrie about the pines influence RICHARD 

so Im writing this who is scared when the tree fells 

from the pine forest this page is ended very soon 

which is whatever the persons wants or it is intended to 

be alone 1984 written it is the ended story I was 

an undercover agent for the Richard anarchy who is 

complete on the eleventh page ANDS I ENDED WITH IT 

WEINER SPOKE 

on these words in the pocket place the pen stupid and 

the thousand dollars written notebook is with it in 

the backs pocket please we lose our material so it is 

the ended page before we sleep until Monday night so 

it is succumbed to the written word VERY TIRED and it is 

then written DARLING 
IT 

HURTS THATS THE SIGNAL TO QUIT ON 

with the ended place ended so is the pen leaked sis 

forget it its all over before we began and it is 

Richard's place we are in it now we lost a fortune 

stupid thats it last week so it is tired very and 

the pen is drunken running out I was hysterical just once 

WHEN 

ONS 

THE 

PAGE 
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UG 15 

what if the september flowers hurt I was prepared 

fnr a great big fall on the WRIST stairs and I could've 

hroken my wrist fallen down the stairs but I was upset 

took precautions and slide down easily and DONT BROKE 
YOUR ARM 

11 absolutely helps to be selfish entirely for one day 

.1ffair in a year Hannah I think I was drunken to SHOW 

MOTHER on purposely that I drinks BELA TED Aug 31 is on 
BIRTHDAY 

WEINER 

" monday night WHICH ISNT HER BIRTHDAY EITHER I was 

Jrunken also walking and his PERIOD is continuing the 
PROBLEM 

IS SOLVED 
entence work is done w Indians imperative 

to our affair cultural WORK IS DONE WITH THE INDIANS ISNT 

UNTILS IM DEAD because of the spiritual side SAME 
EXCUSE 

ALWAYS 
of the praise they were always indent of a spiritual 

VERY SIMPLE hierarchy ISNT ON THE LINE and we dont comfort 

who tells with some leaders it 
I WAS IT 

I was some comfort to the sentence the way out west boy laughs 

praise hierarchical comfort is in the tub where the back 

scrub is on the line sis she pretends she isnt getting older 

but I love her the most on thisend page ofthe political brochure 

and political brochure ofthisend page atthisend page 

SPOKE 

but I love her 

THE MOST underline of all the parents 

in the world sunshine is our Wednesday night and the 

comfort comes unbelievable ly comfort in th. 
1
rd praise in 

those help in the whiskey style I was a robberer once at 

the distinguished clientele of the rubber boots and some 

celibacy incl included plus dot period plus sa 
m· 1

ng period 

someone gets the hint to calm down getting Richard's letter 

published was a great big hit I mean only clairvoyant 

material for THE NEXT FOUR YEARS ONLY AND THENS I QUIT 

WRITING f0 er which I dont believe 
rev 

LISTEN 

sis its ok but dont write the material first and holden 

unto your style for the bedroom slippers we are pleased 

we are infinite but sirname is patience itself for 

our publishing process who is calm and rests immed iate ly 

or immediately on the current signal on or across the page 

is this secret lover or immediate on the falm we are incorrect 
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spelling on the farm which is the calm on the farm or 

Reagan distrust newspaper I am alway playing ver carefully 
distribution 

inc! 
it said safe untils I die with only four books 

this is included and count journal clair one and this is 

it to me I am rewriting the prose style only four books 

to be included on the list of the same style period same 

tyle on the period same style or forever we constant 

Indians who is living I am included among the teachers 

great of the living style of the living style complete 

complete of the living style c0 
mPl 

ete on the same page finish 

this wor section these words are inflicted upon by us who 

writes in the uneven indent which I was prepared to fight 
signifies 

us 
for a long time in the indent field where it is indent 

only is indented here on the left hand margin over the 
style 
drunken page which is sacred is the only indent field 

writing 
sacred or the Indians 

push it over on the next line inc! on the next line 

included was said it was said it on the very same l'ine 

WEINER 

on the same very line I was embarras because of the 
QUANTUM 

SPOKE 

joining principle of the physics undercover UNDER COVER 

spelled correct underwear I was visiting my mother last 

spring true in the Providence unusual home on the paid 
sits 

I undercover agent on the Bill on the two weeks Bill 

same name Means included included on the Douglas 
Messerli 

makeshift plan I was included on the shit list two drinks 

too included I ams drunken writing 

ON THE MEANS 

on the brothers in the verse old style on the verse plan 
technique 

we reverse this is sits twelfth night alone with mother then 

we rejoice make it a big master's story return on the January 

1st inclusive walking in the somewhere street until November 

on the almost myname Im very scared if the Indians follow 

me with a truck about about the streets in the 
seen 

of the plural capacity of the 
government went wild 

some boys group 

brain wild in the submit in the basement store in the 

included list in the included list over on the 

cigarette left sis its ok to quit and leave the page 

finished until Mon night or the allcover rain is coming 

down T ues fast or the believable wearing of the socks 

of this page first overtheleft of this believing ofthe socks 
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which I bought Hannah very careful yesterday of the 

yesterday early 
socks information in the letter style andquote 

of the submissive pink slippers and white tread of 

the two weeks bicycle left rain comes tues and page 

completed th~ diet completed of the yesterday fun it is 

safe and final step on the drinking one glass liquor 

of the safetest tread I was hysterical YOU POOR DEAR 

WEINER 

IT WAS ALL hier written down before you Phil Glass were a 

born uneven 
the last 

rch 

line page and scribbles sheet on the leftyesterday 

sis its a great big quarrel over the publishing procedure 

on the page inst or the page included or the dots Aug 17 

either or the dots either complete or the dots either 

Thurs complete inc! wash the slippers and dont 

get y 
0 

drunk or either please we quit oh someday 

ur mother 
quit and takes a chance to calm everyb 

od 
y down everybody 

down inc! inc! history and dots ... I saw it this day 

slash night slash I on the Indians title of the book wrorig 

wrong title of the Indian left on this page inc! included 

SPOKE 

on this left page which is ferry included Sat on the please 

quit lith period and some dots inc! or forcing extra pages 

of the meat mackers or page included inst or my question 

period very hard 
deposit on this third week of my jail 

AIR MAIL 
sentence I also sent by air mail a letter to my husband 

inc! a postage stamp and the enclosed letter inc! included 

on the same train I came in benefit of the words which 

I write more slowly now much neater and less confusion 

under the line is offset and the printers ink is alway 

accessable to the modern mind which is alchemy itself 

on the page itself I am very patient reading as the know 

it ails line is sometimes very early and the printed line 

is accessible to me only through meditation technique 

like the grand ol style included oh the Wed night I 
girls Roscant 

h I d spell who name . must see er ver ear y an qUiet on the 

lonesome night put it in the bard right and the lonesome 

night is fire alarm screaming at the night is put it off 

the fight I meant light on the right side of the 

night instead of the night instead by the bright of 

the bright lamp by the bedisde by the switch alone off 

too 
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head thats the secret influence by the bedside table in 

the rocker chair downstairs in the all way hallway 

included by me the book by the book sacred I didnt 

think so it spells goodnight and the table light goes 

much less interference out by the book by the book 

included its me writing the book included its me 

included on the bookshelf writing on the book shelf 

or the book included shelf switch out the light in a 

big hurry and before the pencil comes put it out and 

just be very quick before the nick of the time ohso 

berhyme berind afind inclined I am also hysterical 

WEINER 

where is the find bookfine HANNAH ITS TRUE I WAS STUPID 

BRACKETS I was also included I CANT WRITE ANYTHING ELSE 

EXCEPT SENTENCES and the pullover white is very tight SIS 

THATS A SCANDAL WHEN YOU READ IT BECAUSE OL BRUCE 
OMENAME 

RHYMES and no pen to writin it in 

PER IOD 

sis its the boys article that I wrote by myself when down the 

book concentrate it I wasnt wasnt looking it has to be 

read upside down of course well thats the pen identified and 

the green pen closes and the green pen leaks until Sis whose the end 
Saturday 

night 

SPOKE 

AUG 17 

mattress I was open openly I didnt think I was acid 

problem I was quilt I was waiting for the entire I 

was waiting for an hour to pass by I was curtain conscious 

was spelling it correctly I was conscious i was 

important I was also leader I was blue pen conscious BIG 

FOOL I was writing in it with it I was instruc 

I was paper conscious I was a problem to my 

t· 
Lo 

ns 

inmates I was ja· 
11 sentence I was liquidated just 

once I was overweight I was conscious I was a pillow 
too problem 

case I was in the closet I was an iron put the public 

in the living room couch and dont mind with the buttons 
on 

and dont spend any mothers money publicly I was hysterical 
just once in a while 

I was secretary I was Indian I was too conscious I 

was also .11 underline the words above a pillow 
~pt ow~ 

case following instructions I call Bill 

I TEASE THEM 

I would tease them just a little bit I was also sentence 
more conscious 

FOLLOWE I was organizer imply I was in debt just once 
0 

Is 
just once over hilarity I was a conscious taking 

the second pills I was entirely conscious in the hospital 
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·xperience but I licked d h 1. d above my un er t e me my woun s 

the line word except I was bilbarious I was overt 

under the line h d d 1. so it the twice overt t e wor un er me 

WAS UNDERLINES I was bigprint I can l test these open y 

rc. tions I was openly tested with an Indians movement 

;1s a leader humble in origin an antichrist special under 

the line . 1 which is the underword as I CAN SEE IT as 
specta 

l am trouble in overcoat dont mention names 

BILL MEAN Ssorry 

was an eleventh runner in the road and I wins it I was 
race 

winning in it PASS OUT instructions well thats the 

treaty council the whole council I was following 

with in it I was terribly afraid I can see . h it 
Wlt 

in the training session I was see Bill Means advise in it 

it was the mind only I was a terrible le 
ad 

er I was only 

in it twice as only once Hannah thats a great big MOTHERS 

GIRL teacher in the psychic plane on the 1 d role leader ea ers 

under the line please role leader put them put them in the 

. h . I was only leader make joke ABOVE THE LINE 
ng t pnce 

I was interested I was learning with in it to 

WEINER SPOKE 

0 
Is 

be leader I was a scolded by learning techniques 

by the informal as the underline why arent you paying 
crowd 

us attention where the spaces as the slanting or the 
us 

corners are imprinted I was also Bill EUROPE Means friend 

I wasdon spell 

0 V E R C Ocatch cold A 

overcoat in the sensible in the psychic plane I was 
plane 

origin original or tested twice d h 
1
. 

1 un er t e me p ease 

or submit on the grants list I was tempted to give away 

the or the impossible k I split the money very fast 
money wor s 

I was impossible I was engaged on I was also second 
ce 

class citizen INITIATED on! y once as a Satchidananda 
t 

theorist as a healer o or slant as impossible I was 
0 

train in the impossib as the scene went I was scream 
le 

I was screaming for the knowledge as in it wa important 
s 

it was in it the IT WAS IN IT the theory penmanship class 
philosophy 

has a right to about the Bill Means controversy who is our 
know 

leader is our spiritual leader and can she turn around 
joking well 

on the top of her head on the bicycle with the head turn 
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kll king is our we lose 3lbs in the waist because Aunt Reka 
~pl'd al friend philosophy 

ht:lomes thin in the diet plan on the planeboard we shall sit 
plan 

UNDER WEIGH 

o n the overcoat in the overcoat pocket mother gets hysterical 

Mo n after the week end we le Reka around SIS END 
av 

es 
< n the Dr Sharps list on the arounCi forT uesday SIS it 

l morning 
IT ELL W Well on the sit 1 imperative is having a cold 

~ 
underline the words above the line on the across the page 

nits hysterical form underline on the previous page 
form 

~ sits well until the shoulder heals under the brow 

as special as the underlines are read separately by 
friend 

the interestin crowd who snores youre a miracle on the 

sheets in the west after the as the crowd I was an 
beth word believes 

interestin as the tenth 1\ne of the overcoat sis its 
figure 

the fatigue 
special 

some words are two 
words 

impossible train some cigarettes 
are smoke 

words as seen on the 

UNDERLINE 

all the difficult words 

Hannah its unbelievable that Im thinking 
twice around 

in the impossible page where the secrets are information 

WEINER SPOKE 

regarding the self as a clean on the impossible page I was a 
toast 

second choice breakfast 
after the first was failed 

who is it my Be r t e was failed in the childrens 
naddet origin 

she left us behind and married so her children w
0 

u1d succeed 

as important children on the front page as scribbled you can 

smoke roll it q now as I was writing about the clauselaw 
ght 

as I was writing about the Bernadette 
twice as underlines punished 

as the other line was official sis it gets hysterical at 

the end study yourself goes under the line as you put it in 
~u~elf k 

a 
down after I read me the cigarette spills as I roll in it bre 

twice 

the machine under the roll 2 minutes if mother was listening 

she wouldnt let me smoke after midnight which is over the 

line some interesting are killing with it as hunger strikers 
persons 

persist they grow blind alway underline Bernadette'e philosophy 

as a the leader was to be . h was in the war as a 
d . . d . m t e war 1sappomte In us 

leader of the important put it down as historical Pe on a 
0

Pl 
slant as the people were following in it e 

UNDER THE 

LINE WAS IN IT AS OVERSPACE IT MEANS YOU TYPEWRITER ON 

THE HALF SPACE MORE LIMITED BAR OR THE TYPESETTE IS A BIG 

MISTAKE WRITE UNDER THE LINE FOR A LITTLE WHILE WHILE THE 

PIG PRINTS ARE IMBEClLLIC ARE CORRECTLY SPELLED 
correctly 
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PUT IT ONS THE LINE of the 
n the underlines are quitting 

underside some philosophy w 
a 
s 

1 
n 

it the words are impossible 

try to be ver careful of the hospital in 
e 

X 
Pe 

r. 
1 
e 

n c . 
e or was 1t 

underlines on the slant poor girl was a second choice and 

I . . I overline was it better to be incarcerated wms tt etter 

for an evil at the eleventh hour for the party or was 
doing favor 

quit in the page front 

IN SEN SIBLE 

and dont drive in the front car ever as the subway I 
e s. 

was incontestable as was cigarette burns alway 1o 
n 

adds s so it must be perfect r h I d. d who is it IOr t e n tan rea er 

who cares if the impossible then liver the poor abstract 
can be done 

reader who has lesson about the thinking who is the ruler 
class 

WEINER 

f h b . clause I d -o t e su ordmate ea er clause STOP IT FOR A MINUTE 

I was inclausible I was a leader and put the cigarette 

smoke ashtray who is impossible as a leader who is Jackson 

speaker on the whole on the front page who is the impossible 
front leader 

SPOKE 

on the front page who is the page turn PAGE FRONT it 

isnt unusual for a leader to begin the teachings as impossible 

as a usual 

TEMPTATION 

as the usual leader who has hints to the march is in with it 

. I d WHO IS IN IT the socialists win us a as tmportant ea er 

battle sis it has to be recognized as a great big leader 

in its own time and Charles whoname didnt call 
with a period 
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AUG 19 

We Went Westward o social telepathy at the 
1 OCLOCK 

in the afternoon Brown cramped style university swimming 

pool o construction feeling campus o second sentence I 

was remembered as I opened this book sent hieroglyphics 

werent so easy to read either or supposed either or limit 

sundance Aug 15 was closed date closing at the scene 

was swimming in it at the pool 
AND SEE WORDS 

over the hill oh sometime myname I was delivered from it 

eventually so I went broke and sick at the hospital r 

CONSTRUCTION 

I was darling it hurts to read 
the words in the 

inset 

ec 
ord 

o silent being o prose continue I was a trouble shooter 

backwards anyway so I didnt miss my Wednesday afternoon nap 

but lay down in the grass my aunt has a different philosophy 

myname several people think we're about the weigh in scale 

is absolutely comfort white pants perfect and and dont hold 
dont scream 

before September 
yourself together attheend 

WEINER SPOKE 

for a blue pad and ink I slimy fingers erased myname 

I have a big letter A 
WONDERFUL MOTHER 
inside the house 

with absolutely everything to calm me down except parlor 

sunshine which she craves also in a little ol swimming 

pool porch it has to 

WEDNESDAY 

be set in the backyard or swim set easily in the scratch 

pen I think I was turned also the CONTINUE o so broke 

impolited page into the center fold in the swimming pool 

slowly infield Tues is important next week because 

I may leave early and I gets hot in the swimming pool 
in September 

over the Wed night sis if its hard put the right arm 

human condition down for the swimming instructor says stay 

calm writing about circle the beach yard and so to read 

the book on the right shoulder grass sis I think we 

complained GIVING HINTS about douse the shoulder from 

cramps so the next page is next andclimb 
and the resting hole 
indeed 
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the sweater blue is horrible I wear them long underwear 

over the girl underside o,ver the reverse situation on the 

underside complex SATURDAy 

it was having right shoulder hurts a little fun when I dont 

write alway GLASSES in the fun sun sis its sorry which is 
about Tuesday swimming 

th e bottle for the name WHO IS IN IT little letters 

sincere ly 
yours 

myname who was in the dream last person 
night as cold some people 
study letter writing oh miss I the egg 

BE 

oh so to be a letter writer oh to be glasses instead oh 

to be name impersonal I should be letter writer I should 

WEINER 

ohs simple as I should be shename myname dont hesitate please 

LAST NAME 

oh to be in the left hand paragraph sunges stinks the words 

are everlasting turn the page myname I was to be simple 

writer I was a coffee conscious I would drink I was in 

interrupted coffee the d . k cup 
nn 

FINISH THURSDAY youre wrong 

dont substitute your sentences 

avoid the pink sweater plural as possible attheend andclear the end 

and so the page finishes andcomplete MOTHER'S SENTENCE 

SPOKE 

AUG 21 

Christmas time was very I am writing in August happy 

for me and I want to be here with you in it MOTH with 

It has to be taught us remind so it is it is problem 

period I use never get the wisest dictionary you have 
ever spent 

your money 
upon 

the wisest isst the green pen youre 

CHRISTMAS 

ok with NEW BOOK started stupid and dont write consequently 

I never chills had again with the long 
underwear 

upon the bed upstairs completely 

upon the bed anyone else whould think it was but it 

isnt Aug 19 21st I never had chills once again Christmas 

is to be spent at my holy mother's home until I am finished 

Jan 1 when I late return to read somewhat christened over 

the bottle at the name double name who invite us to spend 

Rosmarie was sick Christmas Day with them only it happens 

to be August when I write this down switch pens you'll 
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feel happier because the blue stinks I had Christmas 

dinner planned overtime and overtimed sis it hurts to 

write anymore upon I was wearing a hyphen blue sweater 
social 

occasions 

when Im drunk I was writing whoisname's novel UNTIL I QUIT 

belaughed and deliberate period and some colons who are 

Jevast on the foreground on the first page sos dont 

Jrink until Jan conclusion and I wont be fat until May 

separate page which is when l return second it is not 
time 

clear this year 1982 MOTHERS DAY as planned put the 

book down and quit evil doers writing in the period style 

I was new book quitting on style changes the peripheral 

I am only here 
one year longer 

or the pen leaks 

HORRIBLE 

spa put in them periods 

well that did it some period quaint. after each 

phrase. as seen it. on my typewriter. heaJ. some 

period has dots at the end of each phrase some dots as liked 

by us it. some periods HA VEBEEN sis its a period after each 

SPOKE 89 

phrase as I sus it. problem. sees. correct. at the SLOWLY 

WRITTEN 

time been. interrupted. at the blank stage. forevermore. 

put in period. too many. after every phrase. continued 

line. and some periods ... have breakfast soon . one pillow. 

cant. evermore. cant count. pillow. and some the boys 

laugh periods. on the second left. stance. this is how 

I left. my books around. and dot. some periods. I had 

one have evermore. been putten down. and tricked. 

sometime. overtime. some periods I must give a lecture 

on this subject are. pretty. some cold. authority. 

some cold. continues. after each period. have a blank 

space. and interrupted often. and some dots ... consequences. 

or evermore. dirty linen. some towels . blank. on the 

same rack. are hanging there. PUT IN THEM PERIODS. are 

also. indignant. too many periods. put some. after 

TEACH 
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each phrase. and linen. downtown. some threads. put in 

some periods. this page included sis dont close the 

book right away its beginning to be interesting. some 

sentence. some mind. some put in the. way. 
mterest. 

me periods ... are dots. like me. OK to finish. this. 

n night. SURPRISE. today. on todays night . while 

writing this. PUT SOME PERIODS IN IT THIS WAY. ,or indent. 

popular. culture. offset. thats all. myname. has been 

taught. the hand better way. or she loses her hand. 

writing. some sentence. is awkward. SOME PERIODS. some 

FINIS H. 

sentence. interrupted. by some 

STRUCTURE 

no period after structure. foolish girl. ahem take 

m 
0 

n 
ey. in this bank. PAY FOR OUR DINNER. 

switch it around again. I only. look. like me. important 

n in the mail. Indians. SIS IT SEEMS THEY WERE DYING 
0 

v 
el. 
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FOR IT TO BE MADE OPEN PUBLIC. CONGRATULATIONS. some 

period. quit. sis it is so important to put in silent 

outloud instructions period. withdrawn. younger. 

men also. HAVE PERIODS. IN THIS BOOK. some public. 

. k h rt television. IS wor . on t e a level. on CBS. 

on the studio. it takes a century. while we dial 

digit the phone. important. put in some periods. some 

clear. write after the clear. 

C LEA Rthis ends the booksome periods 

and my mother was lonesome for me dot whichis period also continue 
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make Sept the sequel 

SEPT4 

It plain proses sixty degrees when I enter my home town 

clean the tub and ignorant scratches first then you can 

have a nice bath and some. why complete the sentence 

anyway question when I defrosted my old stone bank money 

my quilt returned spot. this is my bath towel which is on 

the rack over the headand spot. I am in my hand knitted 

social cast. am I written well question with no mark and 

strange ers come to visit me bath once in a tub while 

when I let them come some period. and come to visit me 

already name and nameB R U C E who is incited excited peggy 

over the value of the money problem. who hurts the idiot 

before lm sorry about this 

some spell 
INCOMPLET 

e or isnt that the sentence formedand periodRoP Silliman. 

WEINER 

the second choice is to regulate the rna YOU COULD LEAVE THIS 

CORRECTION jail for the boys. am I writing making sense 

across the page but in a pickle with some sentence form 

without the ending July here. I wasnt nt isnt I wasisnt 

SPOKE 93 

some period I want to remember the economy plan in details 

but I wasnt in with same money AND period. suppose I am 

suggested for talented my granted invoice. will! swim 

or ski this sun winter. I will not in the cold outside 

swim inbetween the lines I printed my text and I caught 

cold November with my mothers drinking brace on my left 

· h · d . D b two weeks b r arm m t e wm ow seat as m ecem er once erore 

because I was drinking not with who because the same jealous 

person wont twice be so obvious and some periods with it. 

succiously or such success was instant. my corso torso was 

in the window hannah the boys l eat lunch frame anguage 

FEATING 

or fame. I'm sorry I was begun with it on the somemonth 

first again. stick to your guns or I will elimate in the 

word bedroom some pause some cute phrases and will cut those 

sheets to a match size like my this black book which is 

as important as I ever written because I was only continuous 

story imbecile told once that I could breakdown and cry 

without the thousand dollars in my the bank across the street 

which is in my neighborhood. period clause I wasnt easily 

deformed i seen it in the pictures. I was making deformed 
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a mistake embecile is corrected with pen embecille or isnt 

it co rrect . the one way to success is overhead the bars 

of o urse it is impossible what content of this 

IMPOSSIBLE 

story success is my embecile rule. i cant spell correctly and 

. l and some dont know who does Shapespeare pohte y . I 

wondered why the mixed up sentence dont continued in the 

bedroom or the insult will carry over the remainder of the 

news but different of the form to the insult newstand er 

news stand or in the view organization to be continued in 

the afternoon when I try to swim hard or began kick with 

overhead light in the sign off bedroom was I kicking 

harder or in the enough very important of the sentences 

bruce darling which is 
hannah its a name 

HURRICANE 

tempest tea old phrase in the pot in the drawer or in 

also the sidewise particulars. am I well enough to 
e 
n to 

work work well in the Saintly phrase or am I written 
0 

u 
in g until SEPTEMBER some instruct October only 

WEINER 

h SENTENCE 

was before only was beginning error BEGIN ending some scratch 

SPOKE 

I feel terrible almost was picture sulfish sufi 

sufish brave coward instant lead into words above 

the counter almost plain counterpaine was insist 

an only pinky word counterpoint adversive adhesive was 

counting on the brain chemical working in almost tense 

science category over my brow space indented exhausted 

in the bed 

WEDNESDAY 

so tired I can only tired keep the eyes important by 

very open and close this section tired this page sa 

goodnight sis its a very important sayname letter 

why write it in. I was taking a big chance stupid to 

leave important phrases out in the cold. mother 

syntax lost wouldnt sorry about it drink because I was 

listenin dont drink until Wednesday or so count me in it. 
to it 

everyday it is an important letter to decide why was I 
only 

writing. because seeing with words before I was writing 

it in. the letter comprises some difficulties of the form 

itself by the invitation only August mother forgets why I 

came finish.and period sis Im supposed to be a very 
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intelligent writer and I dont talk clear with my drinkingmother 
habits 

or name aboveCh 1 ares 

M EN T I 0 N E went broke 0 

will lie before d . the eigth. but come and we will rea mg 

see as indicated in name comes the name very embar letter 

sis if I swim Sunday as it will I remembered as it wa very 

embarrassed to the people sis dont continue there was 

something else happening in my mind and I couldnt get at 

it at the important moment who came beside the boy to my 

next reading including mysister incorporate the distances 

sis it was in the cloisters as I was wondering about why 

did name hurt you by not including y 

T E L L I washington T 

you withold in withdraw without ending it without telling 

you with it the same name hurts was without it clever people 

in the Indians embassy of the cerulean blue intact. that 

was a period witholding tax h d myname it goes wild 
t e war s · 

I didnt write the amateur article but safehold interest 

name iswas very to put in his own periods without contacting 
cute me.first 

or so witholding the tax 

WEINER SPOKE 

of the income people so what was an interest money of 

the same bank without an ending please sis its almost 

too late to mention it anymore thesametown scourge is over 

end sentence and the s co u r g e is over. acrossthehall 

somename was 

ACECLOTH 

. . . h h . h . 'd h drying I m It Wit t em SIS t ats It stup1 e wont quarre 

my samename lives across the hall until Wednesday and I work 

mother would like it include sept I right here most uncompleted 

paragraphs phrases included are sqawful charles a friend 

conceded MYNAME DONT SPOIL IT for becomes become a reality. 

put in the dot and be careful on the page. we are recommended 

for a treaty council just as name look it the right eye out of 

control suggested as period put in sentence complete on the page 

as eight complete and period someday. squashy awful tell it 

bight intuition on the light record of the company SITTING in 

the across of the table sitting and period. two pages of this 

some pages complete journal should be written over against the 

period problem ask why and period. why. BECAUSE IT IS IN THE 

BOOK PERIOD. one lunch brave so its OK to call namemouth name 

who loves me even ifl squitted. and dot. periods. say so 

and complete with Mitchell who is across the page who is isnt 
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such name as such name resents plurality enclose Tues Wed of the 

Sept swimming 8 return so week concluded in some branch swimming 

library where I sent fishes around the bend period. finish cant 

you count them backward pages tootsie I am included over 100 

tell name before Nov leader its careful ohname quite surprised 

count them back in this corrections put me spell back 12 I lost a grant 

pages submit and conclude. when I put down in my Sept bill thename 

will help you sometime myname she justifies mother is in tears 

your means social skip this page and host 

E LEV EoclockN 

and wrote it down fast. skipline from page I2 II on back COMMENT 

and you're in SCHOOL it for good. get the back pages out for 

free delivery sis its Ok to return whichididnt Sept 11 for 

record but dont research the ENDINGthe same PINK and concluded 
book 

artists. sis I was sitting still in Sept when you read this on 

my forehead as usual AS I SEE IT WITH PERIODS. myshename has 

maureen hurt us included by imitating 

EN 0 U G H make sept last 

put it in the last line though sis its OK to leave and hear 

the same somedate boysgroup and dont include somename included. 

shename has it would be fun I didnt enough read the Sept finals 

we are breaking down the culture 

SPOKE 

SEPT6 

b h BIRTHDAY I forgot my periods one dot were my rot ers 

once every month a line unlike name who has points 

tel[ 
floints voints vagina yellow scream some doctor 

m 
y 

periods unless BLEED is OK with us some clarification 

bo k some points included. some selfish . . writers some o swim 

I dont swimS d overline because of bicycle it. old un ay 

method 
BI 

doesnt work. I was around alittle circle once I CALLE 
the name 

who killed me once on everyphone because HE CALLED THEM 
POINTS 

like penis BLOOD. everyone LIKE WHA penis blood has 

no period and cancels the operation. sis its a funny 

Vagina story my blood I WONT SWIM iflm bleeding old 

fashioned style on the 

RIDING A BICYCLE 

works. I dont want to aggravate mythe condition with 

BLEEDING on the bicycle. sis its on the phone 

II h . I . b ' . I 1 . sis tired a nig t sis mtss 1g pomts. was ovu atmg 
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when l wrote this down look back aug l said april 21st 

turn back I didnt include the introduction 

myN AM IS TIRED 

the pages and read slowly so many points. sis if 
mynameis 

lm tired I wont ride the bicycle uptown. soname has 

periods in his piece and I dont. called. some WIFE has 
Phil Glass 

periods point. sos I tried regular my technique by on the 

phone dialing until 3 dials complete. I thought regular 

WEINER 

imp to hang up at once . . 
somybeloved nam IS sorry he tsnt learned 

hannah theyre just a little bit jealous of you CONTINUE is satisfied 

if I dont swim Sun afternoon I may cry dont eat later 

someperiods.. 00 no number dial the number for the message 

given again until Christmas complete on the phone one number 
c 

read satisfied in very small print likewise uri like crinkled. 

ed 
some both tell name what is wrong nervous by dialing 

DIALING 

the phone complete. read signal on the phone. by dialing 

the incomplete phone I get 
m 
e like mynome does incomplete 
s 
s 

GUESS what that . a 
Important MEANS no period call back 

g twice 
AND PERIOD dial complete e almost read before. continue 

s 

SPOKE 

on the phone silly awkward I am long distance .. SIS ItS 

1 t 
dialing incomplete because its dialing compete sen ence 

much cheaper but l dont want interference for the favor 

flavor. WHY NOT SWIM some mark is INCOMPLETE ques! tion 

some periods are dots. I dont bleed Thurs incomplete. 

see if soname or his wife firstnam ohshuts up some name finishes 

a sentence period. call the phone company. by reading this 

period call them points mylove is satisfied. 
POIN 

vagina 
OR 

S I S K I L L I Tthe someplace 

HAS MORE PERIODS 

myauthor has suggested use points piss instead of new some 

author material which suggests I am only writing in behalf 

of the world veriod CORRECT .d lfon these points. avot yourse 

some satisfied Hanasoname pointing or vointing quote this 

page it was on the radio point. PERIOD. no blood continue 

sometime sis it would be absolutely OK to 
else or no periods twice. 
incomplete. neighbor doesnt go swimming who 
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cares for just Indian way menstrual sis sit a little 
cramps 

INDIANS 

Im not in a tent while name guesses that you wont 
POIN. 

record hus sisters periods. it was incomplete until I 

come home. sis sit still with them downstairs my aunt 

do nt eat chocolate and write very embarrassed name somename 

calls some period. sis its calling name worried all over 

long di stance telephone . 
agam once before my august period. 

tell hum whats wrong on the phone please question because 

the phone speaks. it was a difficult night as said I the 

dial SIS GO ANYWAY as I before the door calling name 
ITS SILLY AS PLEASE 

helps a little. the message was 

I WAS SUNDAY 

I have. 

sis it killed . k 
JO e 

p 0 IN T ssevere punishment 

MYNAME 

mother wouldnt write anymore til Tues and period. sis 

give it a chance anyway I left no message as ENOUGH 

no messages downstairs and points. sis it helps to ignore 
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the entire d k situation explain the phone 
run AC HI N E 

call no messages sugar name want ho me I answered it 
DOWNSTAIRS 

properly with no interruptions. sis just kick off tough 

girl! more 105 lb or quit. SIS QUIT I am no 

SOMETIME 

periods some. period takes a chance I am over fifty 

and quit. bleeding some time ago point. get 
PERIODS 

the overline point d 1. d 1. I SAW ON THIS BACKYARD un er me un er 1ne 

LARGESTYLE PERIOD STYLE mon is finished without name is 

getting a little scared interruptions WRITING IS 
INTERRUPTIONS 

sir it reverts to the old style finished with periods sentence 

finished seen in the backyard old finished FINISHED 
WARNING 

as complete read the name sentence backwards because it 

sis dont spoil the . has points. 
Sunday afternoon swim 

and i spoke contin nex page and I didnt conclude my verbs on this page 

and I spoke contin next line careful over thepage exact sumber or 
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o rne boo k closed are d 1. f' . d d . . h un er mes m peno ot pomt nett er o 

make a big as instructions indicated circle o more point o 

certain philosophy downstairs complete until Dec is only 
calls it the 

finished when I return big circle 0 name Point 

slight curve elongated cont second line cont of literature. 

orne phrase dont point second marriage overfeJ iod. 
t er 

class some P 
class is afront to socialist working class on the class 

some door slam so dont interruptions some downstairs laugh 

si I dont want anymore lunch name is surprised tickets 

p )int. sis skip the hormones next line anyway. and think 
discovered 

o f 1m what it is youre writing all the time periods 

laugh. finished upstairs but dont I feel terrible write it 

AGAIN 

m again. 

POINT. 

nm two points. not three either get celibate thats 
lost 

o nly four or five in the notebook pages when written it is 

WEINER 

p ol yesterday because I thurs went swimming skip line above and blank 

and begun I am hysterical absolutely count correct if you 

unt both sides back pages as one indicated this is finished 

SPOKE 

page and point. sis . h instructio ns above the line cut tt s ort 

embarrass. ment period and told you last Saturday cant honest 

swim today big para unless I swim only two writingd . ownstatrs 

LEFT 

pages ok across the pears excuse table cont unfinished call 

it ok when it is SWIMMING old fashioned idea 
PAGES LEFT 

finished page Im sorry about it. and conclude washington 

alex is hiding in it 

S E Psame date T 6 

my brothers birthday this sentence 

WILL BE OVER 

I was bleedin until I have no comments h · hd 1 everyone as wtt rawa 

symptons sis dont write anymore it was all began 
PERIOD OVER 

on this page mother has some began it again patience why comment 

thats names feeling interrupt because I can see it twice 

only and before it remembered twas the night very difficult 

mother would conclude washington why wasnt i isnt implode 

why make suggestions if they dont receive it silent or thought 

surprise count my number Sept erase mothers writing 

sept 6 conclude my brothers writing asinit they dont work 

cut me short political page please be honest washington PERIO 
I was hard 
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my Fort employed Laramie special in the account andspecial inthe 
a be brave and dont spel 

why indent Article I: From this day forward all war between 

who was on the reservation the parties to this agreement shall 

forever cease. The government of the United States desires h. l d 
t ts an 

peace, and its honor is hereby pledged to keep it. The Indians 

desire peace, and they now pledge their honor to keep it with periods. 

Hana they work all the time. The means and the why is clear. 

If the bad men among the whites, or among other people subject 

to the authority of the United States, shall commit any wrong upon 

the person or property of the Indians, the United States will, upon 

proof made to the agent and forwarded to the Commissioner of 

I d . Aff · W h. . or town d n tan atrs at as mgton ctty, procee at once to cause 

h a d b inthejail . . t e ouen er to e arrested and pumshed accordmg to 

the la where the president ws of the United States, and also 

reimburse the injured personandland for the loss sustair.ed. 

If the bad men among the Indians shall commit a wrong or 

depredation upon person or wesell property of any one, white, black 

or Indiamissing one colorn, subject to the authority of the United 

States, and at peace therewith, the Indians herein named solemnly 

agree that they will, upon proof made to their agent and notice 

by him, deliver up the wrongdoer to the United States, to be 

tried and punished according to its laws; and in case they willfully 

refuse to like hiding to do so, the person injured shall be 

reimbursed for his loss from the annuities or other moneys due 

SPOKE 

or to become due to them under this or other treaties made with 

the selfsame h h. t: United States. And the president, on t e c ters 

advising with the Commissioner oflndian Affairs, shall prescribe 

such rules and regulations for ascertaining damages under the 

Article IV: The United States agrees, at its own proper 

expense, to construct at some place on the Missouri River, near 

the centre of said reservation, where timber and water may unpoluted 

be convenient, the following buildings, to wit: Hannah they judge 

a warehouse, a storeroom for the use of the whodonit in storing 
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. . ron silliman d · h h h hannah ts a good gtrl oesnt mentton names anna t ats 

. . h samerace s· hard han they laugh mg goods belongmg to t e samerace toux 

Indians, to cost not less than twenty five hundred dollars; an imagined 

an agency building for the residence of the agent to cost not exceeding 

three thousand thas a hut dollars; a residence for the physician 

and this party to cost not more than three thousand dollars; a 

residence for the hotdog to cost not more than sameamount; I errored 

and five other hidaways bill means crosses himself, for a carpenter, 

ledgebuilder, farmer, blacksmith, whotelllies, miller, and sowhat 

engineer, each to cost not exceeding two thousand dollars; also a 

schoolhouse or socalled building so soon as a sufficient number of 

childl984ren can be induced by the shoothim agent to attend school, 

which shall not cost exceeding five thousand thesame and per. andso 

next par The United States Agrees further to cause to be 
to close this paragraph 

erected on said !andres, near the other buildings herein authorized, 
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a good stream circular sawmill, with grill, with a grist-mill and 

shingle machine attached to the same, to cost not exceeding eight 

thousand sellsame. and period but continue put it on the Article 

XII last page and end so mother can rest upstairs on we theclear 

Indians sign the treaty also condemned the buildings also i was 

buildings I was also burned hannah its ok with bill means last 

name to quit on the last page over signature and signed and quit and 

also period. Two Indians more have some comfort on this page and equal. 

SPOKE 

SEPysurvive I l 

much of the survival plan is dependent on the future 

should leave definitely Th urs 
I ARRIVED LATE 

send stockings home 3 pair I forgot something to SUNDAY 

tell you in this letter overthehill thank what has a comma 

insinuation report on the hill Dr Sharp has an office 

hour he bulges six I arrived late I was even 

TRAINE 

ONLY 

get over the bulges six oclock we have a meeting perod comma 

or whatever since I am employed I did put your cigarette 

out in the toilet or dish as remarked clever I thought 

I was watchward institutionized it was a difficult word 

to spell overthecounter I was serious hannah have 
I WAS OK 
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you had bad digestion again LISTEN TO OUR PLANS CONSIST ANTL Y 

and return h d f Sun nite only sis they stay still a week at t e ay a ter 

your house sis its important not 

L E 0 N A R D P E L T I E the actor R 

to real time anymore even hour or 

KILLE they may on the trail me Hannah they want to 

w 
follow me into Boston but I a circumvent on the trail one 

s 

more telepathy contest you got the wedid message no hours 
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or we hooked the daylit little truck upstairs up Leonard 

the name always regrets his penitence soitscouchmove upward 

h II · · OK I h t· · b callthe t e wa 1t IS to c ean t e 1vmgroom y call bob us 
manupstairsnormal . 

while boy you were 1 week lost scared someday 

night and pause sis I shouldve travelled lig?t 
a gam 

ANDITISOK 
UPTHEWORD 

over the goons shoulder big dancers uptown meet PHIL 

IM SORRY 

f II f . . brother I . h h d h youname u o mstructlons toma ex Wit a ea ac e 

Fri again whas the day in the record why the lamp over the 

unplugged bed suppose it was a light overhead the rewrite 

overthehead immediate lesson the pause one lunch you can 
secure 

MEET MR BILL MEANS afford it for . everybody boy Im sorry 
p1zza 

Im New Years late this year and now ISM IN sis hes gone before 
TEARS 

MONNIGHT 
I can leave because mothers sunday is important 

WEINER 

to us under the line we LEA YE THE KEY NEXT YEwith Gil UPSTAIRS 

where it isnt got lost like this last year OK but it is thehouse 

house only I remembered UNDER THE DOOR it in PASS RIGHT IN 
THE BOYS EXPECT 

or coca cola undress quietly under the floor is dirty Mary 

the indian SUBundertheline 
SERYIENCE 

shelves BELT ON THE SHELF BRING IT BAC Han put your 
on the link 

SPOKE 

underwear in the 

D R A W E ckiset R S 

closet where it should be empty Hannah honest Im in the 

closet close this poem at the silly awkwa 100 pagesrd night 

after the pen is why write under WE REPEAT THE SENTENCE 
the line closed 

TWICE as before it is written why bulge over the belly 
t 

uptown or is it down o write me an they watch the godforgiven 
w 

house important n letter in the mail DISCUSS LEAVING 
EXPENSES 

sis I would I could walk ten miles to curl their pink shoes 

rubber hurts toes go soon as is put the possible under the 
possible 

line as is important note while we finish bullying as d th my gran mo er 

is in mourning is sent in a this letter 

WHAT IS STYLE 

over the complete trail WHAT IS SENTENCE 
IMPORT ANT TO US 

IMMEDIATE 

go soon as is Sun possible Mother describes 85 which is turn 

off the century sis Im Leonard speaks only catchacold 65 

when I die Alex is in overtheborder with Bill Means over 
until 

the cool it historicday night as in brother centerfield 

Ill 
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sis Im o nl y important RICHARD IS Indian writer in POETRYincome 

FIELD 
with sensi Mary Crow Dog her sister at my side baby's born 

again not a the what sign SUN natural leader and so I 

pass this time and sentences form 

a new para Mother is a very important person to me here 

BIG JOKE as last you shouldnt really late receive after 

Monday late calls sis its OK but tell the shename was clear 

Leonard Crow Dog on the phone as yester . day 
stster was clear 

he was serious the babys fault without punctuation what 
b ill 

if the o is scared of his life when Is meet him prepare 
y 

0 

for u dinner twice in the big blue pot and scald it first 
r 

as it should be like us period comma as the text is finished 
very clean 

as regular book concludes style write it introd back in 
p 

someone else I immed us complete the sentence as a very brave 
a Indian letters 
c leader e 

IAMCON s TINUED ON THIS 
NEXT 
PAGE 

SPOKE 

instead p e r i o d end it conclus as ended is period 

comment what if the Indian leaders plutocracy is a brave 

Indian what Russell said counts continuing sentence without 

as is please is leader itself period comma under the leave 

put dot serious put in the dot as is please is god 

forgiveus one death remembers what is Russell 
said only bravery 

counts on this page 

revolt if the 
counterrevolution is 

ourlast page failed 

is our counterrevolution are failed is our today OCTOBER 11 

this is the date of the INDIANS whocome 

SECOND CHOICE 

myname I didnt listen early enough stupid sis it spoils 

her birthday party end sentence here only my mother 
spoke to us 

in silence 
all our life ended 
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SEQUEL SIS THA TS recorded IT on the 

phone until octlast page final sign 

81 and I spoke to them in 
sit sister silence and 

recorded all my govt 
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Article XII: No treaty for the cession of any 

portion of the reservation herein described which may be 

held in common shall be of any validation or force against 

the saidsame Indians, unless executed and signed by at least 

three fourths of all the adult male writing Indians, occupying 

or interested in the same; and no cession by the tribe shall 

be understood or construed in such manner as to deprive, 

without his consent, this article was broken, any individual 

member of the tribe his rights to any tract of land selected 

WEINER 

by him, as provided in Hannah only five people read this page 

Article VI of this undersigned treaty forged signature i think clear 

Article XIII: The United States hereby agrees to furnish 

annually to the Indians the physician, teachers, carpenter, 

miller, engineer, farmer, and blacksmith as herein from the 

nation or tribe mentioned contemplated, and that such 

appropriations shall be made from time to time, on estimates 

of the Secretary of the Interior, as will be sufficient to 

I who reads . emp oy such persons contmue page and send 

Article XIV: It is agreed that the sum of five hundred 

dollars annually, for three years from date, shall be 

expended in presents to the ten persons of said tribe who in 

the judgement of the agent may grow the most valuable crops for 
tomato red 

the respective year and ground. 

and this end or this complete suffer theindians thisland is ours 

SPOKE 

sign the Indians end thisland is ours theland isours thecomplete 

is ours the land sign Russell Means theland isours 

period of course I was with it stupid answer the boys questions asisit 

Hannah he doesnt need a leader 
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